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, 18:12:1973, 01:45:00, new delhi

Astrological Particulars
Main Details
Date of Birth
Astrological Day
Time of Birth
Place of Birth
Latitude
Longitude
War/Day Time Correction
GMT at Birth
Local mean Time
Sidreal Time
LMT Correction
Aynamsha
Sun Rise Time
Sun Set Time
Vikram Samvat
Saka Samvat
Samvastar
Samvastar Lord

Avakahada Chakra

18:12:1973(Tuesday)
Monday
01:45:00
new delhi
028:36:00N
077:12:00E
-00:00
020:15:00
001:23:48 hrs
007:09:02 hrs
-000:21:11
N.C.Lahiri(023:29:36)
07:11:19AM
05:24:35PM
2030
1895
Pramadi
Indragni

Ghatak Chakra
Rashi
Masa
Tithi
Day
Nakshatra
Prahar
Lagna
S S Yoga
Karana

Mithuna
Bhadra
5,10,15
Saturday
Shravana
1
Meena
Sukarman
Koulava

Lagna (Ascendant)
Lagna Lord
Rashi (Moon-Sign)
Rashi Lord
Nakshatra(Constellation)
Nakshatra Lord
Nakshatra Charan
Ritu (Season)
Masa (Month)
Paksha
Tithi(Moon's elongation)
Tithi Class
Tithi Lord
Karna
Karana Class
Karna Lord
Gana(Spritual inclination)
Yoni (Nature)
Varna(Ego Development)
Surya Siddhanta Yoga
Rajju (Prone part)
Vashya (Compatibility)
Tatwa (Element)
Vihaga (Symbol)
Tatwa Lord
Nadi (Health)
Nadi-pada(Constitution)
Vedha(Incompatibility with)
Adyakshara (First letter)
Paya (Posture)
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Virgo
Mercury
Virgo
Mercury
Hastha
Moon
2
Hemanta
Pousha
Krishna
Navami
Rikta
Sun
Garija
Chara
Vasudeva
Deva
Buffalo(F)
Vaishya
Soubhagya
Kantha
DwiPada
Agni
Vayasa
Mars
Adi(Vata)
Madhya(Pitta)
Shatavisha
Shaa
Swarna
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Planetary Positions
Navamsha Kundali

Lagna Kundali

Moon Kundali

Planetary Positions And Dispositions
Planets

Signs

Amsha

Speed

S Lord

Nak.

Ch

NN N.L.

Nav.

NV Lord Status

Ascendant
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury (C)
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn (R)
Rahu (R)
Ketu (R)
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Virg
Sagi
Virg
Arie
Scor
Cpcn
Cpcn
Gemi
Sagi
Gemi
Libr
Scor
Virg

21:41:42
02:15:49
16:00:57
04:42:17
19:51:24
17:56:39
13:00:16
08:12:33
05:10:35
05:10:35
03:20:59
14:20:40
13:11:14

--01:01:04
13:01:33
00:14:54
01:31:14
00:12:02
00:32:45
00:04:55
00:03:10
00:03:10
00:02:22
00:02:10
00:00:46

Merc
Jup
Merc
Mars
Mars
Sat
Sat
Merc
Jup
Merc
Ven
Mars
Merc

Hast
Moola
Hast
Ashw
Jyes
Shra
Shra
Arid
Moola
Mrig
Chit
Anur
Hast

4
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
2
4
4
4
1

13
19
13
1
18
22
22
6
19
5
14
17
13

Cncr
Arie
Taur
Taur
Sagi
Gemi
Arie
Sagi
Taur
Scor
Scor
Scor
Arie

Moon
Mars
Ven
Ven
Jup
Merc
Mars
Jup
Ven
Mars
Mars
Mars
Mars

Moon
Ketu
Moon
Ketu
Merc
Moon
Moon
Rahu
Ketu
Mars
Mars
Sat
Moon

Friend's Sign
Own Nakshatra
Own Sign
Own Nakshatra
Debilitated
Friend's Sign
Friend's Sign
Neautral Sign
Neautral Sign
-------

Degree-Distance between Planet to Planet
Asc
Sun

Asc
-289

Sun
71
--

Mo
354
284

Mar
193
122

Mer
58
348

Jup
116
46

Ven
111
41

Sat
257
186

Rah
73
3

Ket
253
183

Urn
12

Nep
53
342

Plu
351
281

Mo
Mar

6
167

76
238

-161

199
--

64
225

122
283

117
278

262
64

79

17

240

259
60

58
220

357
158

Mer
Jup
Ven

302
244
249

12
314
319

296
238
243

135
77
82

-302
307

58
-5

53
355
--

198
140
145

15
317
322

195
137
142

313
255
260

354
296

293
235

Sat
Rah

103
287

174
357

98
281

296

220
43

215
38

-183

177
--

357

Ket

107

177

101

165

223

218

3

Urn

348

59

343

120
300
181

162
345

301

240

180

115
298

156
339

95
278

47

105

100

245

180

--

118

159

98

62

242

--

41

Nep

307

18

302

140

6

64

340

204

21

201

319

--

Plu

9

79

3

202

67

125

59
120

299

265

82

262

20

61

--
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Vimshottari Dasha
Vimshottari Balance of Dasha at birth
(as per N.C.lahiri Ayanamsha :023:29:36): Moon :5.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
S.N

Dasha

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun

Moon Dasha
Antara
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun

From

18:12:1973
14:04:1975
13:09:1976
14:04:1977
13:12:1978

Antara
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon

Rahu Dasha
From

14:06:1979
10:11:1979
28:11:1980
04:11:1981
13:12:1982
10:12:1983
08:05:1984
08:07:1985
13:11:1985

Antara
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars

Saturn Dasha

From
13:06:2004
01:08:2006
12:02:2009
20:05:2011
25:04:2012
25:12:2014
13:10:2015
12:02:2017
19:01:2018

Ketu Dasha
Antara
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury

From

18:12:1973
14:06:1979
14:06:1986
13:06:2004
13:06:2020
14:06:2039
13:06:2056
14:06:2063
14:06:2083

Mars Dasha

Jupiter Dasha
Antara
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu

Duration

5.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
18.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
16.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
19.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
17.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
20.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.
6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d.

Antara
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter

From
13:06:2020
17:06:2023
24:02:2026
05:04:2027
05:06:2030
17:05:2031
16:12:2032
25:01:2034
01:12:2036

From
10:11:2056
10:01:2058
17:05:2058
16:12:2058
14:05:2059
01:06:2060
08:05:2061
17:06:2062

Antara
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu

24:02:1989
20:07:1991
26:05:1994
13:12:1996
31:12:1997
31:12:2000
25:11:2001
26:05:2003

Mercury Dasha
Antara
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn

Venus Dasha

13:06:2056

From
14:06:1986

From
14:06:2039
10:11:2041
07:11:2042
07:09:2045
14:07:2046
13:12:2047
10:12:2048
29:06:2051
04:10:2053

Sun Dasha
From

14:06:2063
13:10:2066
13:10:2067
14:06:2069
14:08:2070
14:08:2073
13:04:2076
14:06:2079
14:04:2082

Antara
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury
Ketu
Venus
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From
14:06:2083
01:10:2083
01:04:2084
07:08:2084
02:07:2085
20:04:2086
02:04:2087
06:02:2088
13:06:2088
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Saturn Transit
}kn'ks tUexS jk'kkS f}rh;s p 'kuS'pjA Lk/kkZfu lIr o"kkZf.k rFkk nq[kS;qZrks HkosrAA
(The seven and half year period during which Saturn transits in the twelfth, first and second from the birth rashi (Moon
Sign) is called sadhesati of Saturn. )

First Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

07/09/1977
15/03/1980
04/11/1979
27/07/1980
06/10/1982
01/06/1985
17/12/1987
20/06/1990
17/04/1998

04/11/1979
27/07/1980
15/03/1980
06/10/1982
21/12/1984
17/09/1985
21/03/1990
15/12/1990
07/06/2000

2.0 y.1.0 m.28 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.12 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
0.0 y.3.0 m.17 d.
2.0 y.3.0 m.3 d.
0.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.21 d.

Tamra

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries

Tamra
Swarna
Rajat
Tamra
Swarna
Tamra
Lauha
Rajat

Second Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani
Ashtam Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

01/11/2006
16/07/2007
10/09/2009
16/05/2012
15/11/2011
04/08/2012
26/01/2017
26/10/2017
03/06/2027
23/02/2028
05/10/2029

10/01/2007
10/09/2009
15/11/2011
04/08/2012
16/05/2012
02/11/2014
21/06/2017
24/01/2020
20/10/2027
08/08/2029
17/04/2030

0.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.26 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.6 d.
0.0 y.2.0 m.19 d.
0.0 y.6.0 m.1 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.24 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.18 d.
1.0 y.5.0 m.14 d.
0.0 y.6.0 m.12 d.

Tamra

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries
Aries
Aries

Rajat
Swarna
Tamra
Rajat
Rajat
Swarna
Swarna
Swarna
Lauha
Rajat

Third Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle

Transit in Sign

Begining Date

Ending Date

Duration(Y-M-D)

Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Kantak Shani
Kantak Shani
Ashtam Shani

Leo

27/08/2036
05/04/2039
22/10/2038
13/07/2039
06/02/2041
28/01/2041
26/09/2041
23/06/2044
08/12/2046
10/07/2049
07/04/2057

22/10/2038
13/07/2039
05/04/2039
28/01/2041
26/09/2041
06/02/2041
11/12/2043
30/08/2044
06/03/2049
04/12/2049
27/05/2059

2.0 y.1.0 m.25 d.
0.0 y.3.0 m.8 d.
0.0 y.5.0 m.13 d.
1.0 y.6.0 m.17 d.
0.0 y.7.0 m.19 d.
0.0 y.0.0 m.9 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
0.0 y.2.0 m.7 d.
2.0 y.2.0 m.27 d.
0.0 y.4.0 m.25 d.
2.0 y.1.0 m.20 d.

Swarna

Leo
Virgo
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Libra
Libra
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Aries
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Swarna
Tamra
Tamra
Swarna
Lauha
Rajat
Swarna
Tamra
Tamra
Swarna
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Recommendation for suitable Gemstone (Ratna)
Gemstone(Ratna) For Ascendant-Lord

Asendent(Lagna) Loard - Mercury
Your Ascendant-lord is Mercury. Since it is not debilitated and is neither placed in a trika-house, nor
situated in a 'maraka' house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet Mercury.

Ratna (Gemstone) for Planet Mercury

Physical Attributes of Emerald
Emerald is very attractive and hard stone, but it may be chipped easily. It is available in dark and
bright green colors. It symbolizes adjustment, love towards nature and happiness. Green Jade, Peridot,
Green Tourmaline, Tsavorite, Green Diopside etc. are substitutes for Emerald.

Benefits of wearing Emerald
By wearing emerald, wearer gets success, fortune and happiness. It sharpens the intelligence and
improves learning ability, foresight, recalling power, faith, insight and clear vision. Wearing emerald
is beneficial for health - especially for nervous system and eyes. It is helpful in getting deep and
complete knowledge of anything. It protects from fear from poisonous animals and envious people. It
removes the effect of poison and helps in digestion. It removes all sins. By wearing emerald, wealth,
property and children gets increases.

Impact of Emerald on diseases
By wearing emerald or using ash of emerald, following diseases get cured - stone, burl of anal,
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polyuria, bleeding, piles, bile fever, fever, cough, kidney related problems, blood related problems,
migraine etc.

Important instructions for wearing Emerald

Wearer should always wear emerald with good luster, clean color and free from blemishes, it will
increase fortune. Emerald should be worn in ring or locket made of gold. It should be in constant touch
with the skin, so wearing in ring will be more beneficial. The weight of emerald should be 3-7 carat (37 ratti). Men should wear stones in right hand and women should wear in left hand. When Mercury is
transiting through Gemini or Virgo sign or Mercury is in Ashlesha, Jyeshtha or Rewati castellation or
Mercury is placed in Navamsha of Mercury or Sun, then set emerald in ring made of gold between
sunrise to 2 hours after sunrise on Wednesday.
On Wednesday, get free from routine work, take a bath and wear clean/fresh clothes after 2 hours of
sunrise. After that, sit in front of the idol of Lord Ganesha to perform worship while facing towards
east. First of all, light a lamp filled with Ghee and light some incense sticks, then offer flowers, fruits
and sweets to deity. After that, wash the gemstone ring or locket with Panchamrita (mix of milk, curd,
ghee, sugar and honey). Now re-wash this gemstone ring or locket with Ganga Jala or pure water and
place it to the feet of deity.
Now, recite the beeja mantra of Mercury for 9 times. After this, recite dhyan mantra and rigaveda
mantra for once. And at the end, recite Budha ashtottara shatanamavali (108 names of Mercury). Now,
hold your palms together, close your eyes and concentrate on Lord Mercury and kneel down. After
that, wear ring in little finger or locket around your neck with full faith.

Procedure for donation of Emerald
Mercury Yantra
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Write Mercury Yantra on silver plate, set an emerald in the middle of yantra and perform “PranaPratishtha”. Then enchant the emerald on Wednesday by Mercury mantra. Keep worshiping yantra for
64 days by reciting Mercury mantra. Now, donate yantra with gold, coral, bronze, ghee, camphor,
green cloth, ivory and dakshina to the priest. All the malefic effects gets removed and desires gets
fulfilled by donating this way.

The time period of effect of Emerald
Starting from the day, stone set in ring, emerald remains effective till 3 years and after that it becomes
ineffective. So, wearer should change emerald after 3 years.

Gemstone(Ratna) For 9th house Lord (Navamesh)

9th House Loard - Venus
Since your 9th-lord is the lord of a maraka house, wearing a gem-stone for the 9th-lord will not be
advisable for you.

Gemstone(Ratna) For Yoga-Karaka Planet
Yoga-Karak Planet There is no natural yoga-karaka planet for your Ascendant.

Gemstone(Ratna) For Temporal Yoga-Karaka Planet

Temporal Yoga-Karak Planet -Saturn
The planet Saturn is the temporal yoga-karaka in your chart.Since it is not exalted or debilitated or
situated in own house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet Saturn.
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Ratna (Gemstone) for Planet Saturn

Physical Attributes of Sapphire
Blue Sapphire is very attractive stone. It is known for its beauty, magnificent color, transparency,
resistance and stability. Generally, it is available in blue color. It is symbol of adjustment, sympathy,
friendship, credit and loyalty. Tanzanite, Blue spinal, and Amethyst are substitutes for Blue Sapphire.

Benefits of wearing Sapphire
By wearing Blue Sapphire, wearer gets success, fortune and happiness. It bestows stability in wearer's
life. Blue Sapphire protects from evil eye and envy from others. It also protects from danger while
traveling. Blue Sapphire is very helpful in recovering from illness and mental unrest or mental
problems. It improves creative works/thinking, intuition and concentration. It is beneficial in cold and
biliousness and protects from outburst of Saturn. By wearing Blue Sapphire, wearer gets longevity,
respect, fame, knowledge and wealth. It ensures respect from government, protects from enemies and
frees from enchantment.

Impact of Sapphire on diseases
By wearing Blue sapphire or using it as medicine, following diseases get cured - eye diseases, bleeding
from mouth, hiccup, madness, cough, fever, sermon, indigestion, odd fever etc.

Important instructions for wearing Sapphire

Wearer should always wear blue sapphire with good luster, clean color and free from blemishes, it will
increase fortune. Blue sapphire should be worn in ring or locket made of gold, silver or iron. It should
be in constant touch with the skin, so wearing in ring will be more beneficial. The weight of emerald
should be 3-7 carat (minimum 4 ratti). Men should wear stones in right hand and women should wear
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in left hand. When Saturn is transiting through Capricorn or Aquarius sign or exalted in Libra sign or
there is Uttarashadha, Sravan, Dhanishtha, Shatabhisha, Purvabhadrapada, Chitra, Swati or Vishakha
castellation on Saturday, then that day wear Blue Sapphire settled in gold, silver or Iron.
On Saturday, get free from routine work, take a bath and wear clean/fresh clothes before 2 hours 40
minutes of sunrise. After that, sit in front of the idol of Lord Ganesha to perform worship while facing
towards east. First of all, light a lamp filled with Ghee and light some incense sticks, then offer
flowers, fruits and sweets to deity. After that, wash the gemstone ring or locket with Panchamrita (mix
of milk, curd, ghee, sugar and honey). Now re-wash this gemstone ring or locket with Ganga Jala or
pure water and place it to the feet of deity.
Now, recite the beeja mantra of Saturn for 23 times. After this, recite dhyan mantra and rigaveda
mantra for once. And at the end, recite Shani ashtottara shatanamavali (108 names of Saturn). Now,
hold your palms together, close your eyes and concentrate on Lord Saturn and kneel down. After that,
wear ring in middle finger or locket around your neck with full faith.

Procedure for donation of Sapphire
Saturn Yantra

Write Saturn Yantra on lead, iron or 'Ranga' plate, set a blue sapphire in the middle of yantra and
perform 'Prana-Pratishtha'. Then enchant the blue sapphire on Saturday by Saturn mantra. Perform
'Deep Bali' during noon. After that, donate yantra with iron, urad, mustard oil, buffalo, black cloth and
dakshina to the priest. All the malefic effects gets removed and desires gets fulfilled by donating this
way.

The time period of effect of Sapphire
Starting from the day, stone set in ring, blue sapphire remains effective till 5 years and after that it
becomes ineffective. So, wearer should change blue sapphire after 5 years.
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Janma Rashi(Moon Sign) based Rudraksha recommendation
As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Virgo, 4-face Rudraksha is being recommended
for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Brahma. To the wearer, it confers creativity and ensures long
life. It removes blemish of Brahma Hatya. It confers religion, lust, wealth, honour & emancipation.

Thread four-faced rudraksh in red thread on Thursday, make it touch to banana tree after sunrise and
wear it around neck after enchanting from AUM BRAHMA DEVAY NAMH.

As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Virgo, 6-face Rudraksha is being recommended
for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Kartikeya. To the wearer, it represents the Pancha Tatwa (or
the five elements), and confers health, peace, prosperity, and happiness. It removes blemish of Brahma
Hatya when one wears it around right arm. It confers intellectual & physical gains when one wears it
around neck.
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Thread 3 beeds of six-faced rudraksh in red thread on Monday, make it touch to Shivling and wear it
around neck while enchanting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY KARTIKEYA NAMAH.

Time for wearing Rudraksha
Generally Monday is considered as auspicious day for wearing rudraksh, but to wear on day of
Shivaratri is best. Besides this, auspicious time for wearing rudraksh is mentioned below:

Auspicious Month (Hindi Masa)
Aashwin & Kartik Months - Best
Margshirsh & Falgun Months - Good
Aasharh & Sravan months - Below Average
Bhadrapad, Paush & More Month (Malamas) - Inauspicious

Auspicious Day
The day on which planet & castellation are favorable to name sign of wearer , he / she should wear
rudraksh on that day.
Sunday, Monday, Wednwsday, Thursday and Friday are best for wearing Rudraksha, while Tuesday
and Saturday are considered as inauspicious.

Auspicious Phase (Paksha)
For materialistic comforts, Rudraksh should wear during Waxing Moon (Shukla Paksha) and for
spiritual gain rudraksh should wear during Wanning Moon (Krishna Paksha).

Auspicious Tithi
2nd, 5th, 10th, 13th & Full Moon light (Purnima) dates of Hindi months are best for wearing rudraksh.

Auspicious Ascendant
Aries, Cancer, Libra, Scorpio, Capricorn & Aquarius are auspicious ascendant for wearing rudraksh.

Auspicious Constellation (Star)
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Swati, Vishakha, Rohini, Jyeshtha, Uttaraphalguni, Uttarasharha, Hast, Ashwini, Dhanishtha,
Shatbhisha & Shravan constellations are auspicious for wearing rudraksh. Besides this, wearing
rudraksh during any eclips, Makar Sankranti, Ayan, Shiv Chaudas, Basant Panchami and full dark
night (Amawasya) is also good.

Desired Rules for wearing Rudraksh (Shshtrokta rules)

Clean your mouth after becoming fresh in the morning. Recitation or enchanting done from unclean
mouth may not produce desired results.

×äwæ³æäçh çßãèÙSØ Ù ×¢˜æÑ ÈÜ¼æØ·ÑÐ
¼¢ÌçÁÃãæ çß³æäçh¢ ¿ ÌÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ ÂýØˆÙÌÑ ÐÐ
After it, take pure water for bath. After taking bath, concentrate your mind and start worship. Before
starting of worship, you must purify land. Mantra for purification of land:

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑÐ
ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ
Use Kush (a kind of weed) Aasan (Seat) for sitting while worshipping and face towards East. Keep a
vessel filled with pure water during worship. Keep coconut on the vessel and perform Pran Pritishta
proceeding. Invite all Goddess & Gods along with Kuldevta and worship rudraksh.
First of all, wash the Rudraksha from cow dung, cow's urine, milk, curd, ghee etc. (Panchgavya), then
wash it again with Ganges water or pure water. Now, take 9 banyan leaves in a bronze dish and form
eightpedaled (ashtadal) lotus from 8 leaves out of taken 9 leaves and keep one leaf at centre of lotus.
Keep rudraksha on centre leaf. Now, recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for three times. After that,
pour water on yourself and all the materials are being used in worship, while reciting following mantra
for three times -

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑ Ð
ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ
ú ‚æäLzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú ‚æ‡æ~³ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ·äÜ¼~ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú §cÅ¼~ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú ×æÌëçÂÌë¿Ú‡æ·×Ü~zØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ
Now take ganges water in right hand with spoon and drink it while reciting each following mantra -
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ú ·~³æßæØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ÙæÚæØ‡ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ×æŠæßæØ Ù×ÑÐ
Now, wash your hand while reciting following mantra and leave the water on ground -

ú ‚ææ~çß‹¼æØ Ù×ÑÐ
Now, take ganges water in right hand and recite following mantra of Pranayam Viniyoga and leave the
water on ground -

ú Âý‡æßSØ ÂÚÕýræ « çcæÑ ÂÚ×æˆ×æ ¼~ßÌæ ¼~ßè ‚ææØ˜æè À¢¼Ñ Âýæ‡ææØæ×~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Then, perform three Pranayama with following mantra -

ú zæåÑ ú zæäßÑ ú SßÑ ú ×ãÑ ú ÁÙÑ ú ÌÂÑ ú âˆØ×Ð
ú zæåzæäüßÑ SßÑ ÌˆâçßÌäßüÚ~‡Ø¢ zæ‚ææ~ü¼~ßSØ Šæè×çãÐ
çŠæØæ~ Øæ~ ÙÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð ú ¥æÂæ~ •Øæ~çÌÑ Úâæ~ù×ëÌ¢ Õýræ zæåzæäüßÑ SßÚæ~×÷Ð
Now, recite following mantra while pouring water on rudraksha through Kush or spoon -

ú âlæ~ÁæÌ¢ ÂýÂlæç× âlæ~ÁæÌæØ Ù×æ~ Ù×Ñ Ð
zæß~zæß~ÙæçÌ zæß~zææßSß×æÙ zæßæ~¼÷zæßæØ Ù×Ñ ÐÐ
Then, recite following mantra while adhibiting sandal and fragranced oil in flower and make it touch
to redraksha -

ú ßæ×¼~ßæØ Ù×Ñ, ú •Ø~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú Ÿæ~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú L¼ýæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ·Üçß·Ú‡ææØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜçß·Ú‡ææØ Ù×Ñ, ú
ÕÜæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜÂý×‰æÙæØ Ù×Ñ, ú âßüzæåÌ¼×ÙæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ×Ùæ~‹×ÙæØ Ù×ÑÐ
Then, recite following mantra while offering Dhoop -

ú ¥ƒææ~Ú~zØæ~ ¥ƒæƒææ~Ú~zØæ~Ñ ƒææ~Ú ƒææ~ÚÌÚ~zØÑÐ
âß~üzØÑ âßü ³æß~üzØæ~ Ù×SÌ~SÌä L¼ýMÂ~zØÑ ÐÐ
Then apply sandal and fragranced oil with flower while reciting Rudra Gayatri mantra -

ú ÌˆÂäLcææØ çß¼÷×ã~ ×ãæ¼~ßæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ L¼ýÑ Âý¿æ~¼÷ØæÌ÷Ð
After applying sandal, concentrate on bead of rudraksh and recite Ishan mantra -

ú §ü³ææÙÑ âßüçßlæÙæ×è³ßÚÑ âßüzæåÌæÙæ¢Ð
ÕýrææçŠæÂçÌÕýüræ‡ææ~ùçŠæÂçÌÑ Õýrææ ç³æßæ~ ×~ ¥SÌä â¼æ ç³æßæ~×÷ ÐÐ
Specific rules for wearing 4-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga -
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Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and leave the water
on the ground.

ú ¥SØ Ÿæè Õýræ ×¢˜æSØ zææ‚æüß « çcæÑ, ¥ÙäcÅäÂ À‹¼Ñ, Õýrææ ¼~ßÌæ, ßæ¢ ÕèÁ¢, ·ýæ¢ ³æçvÌÑ, çâhØ‰æ~ü L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ü ÁÂ~
çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your right hand while
reciting following mantra.

ú zææ‚æüß « çcæÑ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚçâ, ¥ÙäcÅäÂ À‹¼â~ Ù×Ñ ×äwæ~, Õýræ¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×Ñ Nç¼, ßæ¢ ÕèÁæØ Ù×Ñ ‚æäs~, ·ýæ¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~,
çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side of your palm
while reciting following mantra.

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ßæ¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ·ýæ¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú Ìæ¢ ¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãæ¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ,
ú §ü¢ ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and by the last mantra,
take your hands above your head, take a round from back to front and give a clap on left hand by index
finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ßæ¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú ·ýæ¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú ãæ¢ ·ß¿æØ ãä×÷Ð ú Ìæ¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú §ü¢ ¥S˜ææØ
ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra Âý‡æ{Ø ç³æÚâæ ³ææE¼cÅÙ~˜æ¢ ¿Ìä×äüwæ×÷Ð
»æØ˜æèâçãÌ¢ ¼~ß¢ Ù×æç× çßçŠæ×èEÚ×÷ÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation, keep rudraksh in a
copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with water in left hand and touch lower part of
vessel from right hand and remove the right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.

1-ú ßæ¢ ·ýæ¢ Ìæ¢ ãæ¢ §¢ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)
2-ú Oè¢ ãå¢ Ù×Ñ
3-ú Oè¢
4-ú Oè¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè ×¢˜æ)
5-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
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6-ú ˜Ø¢Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæüL·ç×ßÕ¢ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~×ëüÿæèØ ×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
Specific rules for wearing 6-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and leave the water
on the ground.

ú ¥SØ ×¢˜æSØ ¼çÿæ‡ææ×åçÌü « çcæÑ, Â¢çvÌ À‹¼Ñ, Ÿæè cæcÆ×äwææñ ¼~ßÌæ, °~¢ ÕèÁ¢, âæñ¢ ³æçvÌÑ, vÜè¢ ·èÜ·¢, L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ü ÁÂ~
çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your right hand while
reciting following mantra.

ú ¼çÿæ‡ææ×åçÌü « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚçâ, Â¢çvÌ À‹¼â~ Ù×æ~ ×äwæ~, ·æçÌü·~Ø ¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×æ~ Nç¼, °~¢ ÕèÁæØ Ù×æ~ ‚æäs~, âæñ¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ
Âæ¼Øæ~, vÜè¢ ·èÜ·æØñ Ù×Ñ Ùæzææñ, çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side of your palm
while reciting following mantra.

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú Ÿæè¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú vÜè¢ ¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú âæñ¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢
Ù×Ñ, ú °~¢ ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and by the last mantra,
take your hands above your head, take a round from back to front and give a clap on left hand by index
finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú Ÿæè¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú vÜè¢ ·ß¿æØ ãä×÷Ð ú âæñ¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú °~¢
¥S˜ææØ ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra ·ýæñ@ÂßüÌçß¼æÚ‡æÜæ~Üæ~ ¼æÙß~‹¼ýßçÙÌæ·ëÌÜ‡ÇÑÐ
¿åÌÂËÜßç³æÚæ~×ç‡æ¿æ~¼è zææ~ccæÇæÙÙ Á»ˆÂçÚÂæçãÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation, keep rudraksh in a
copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with water in left hand and touch lower part of
vessel from right hand and remove the right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.
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1-ú Oè¢ Ÿæè¢ vÜè¢ âæñ¢ °~¢ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)
2-ú Oè¢ Ù×Ñ
3-ú Oå×÷
4-ú ãå¢ Ù×Ñ
5-ú Oè¢ ãä¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè ×¢˜æ)
6-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
7-ú ˜Ø¢Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæüL·ç×ßÕ¢ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~×ëüÿæèØ ×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
General Rules for wearing Rudraksh
First of all, wash rudraksha with ganges water on any Mondays or any other auspicious day. Then,
apply sandal on rudraksha. After that, offer Dhoop, lamp (Deep) etc. on rudrakhsa and then offer
flower. After that, make it touch with Shivalinga and recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for at least 11
times. Now, remmember Lord Shiava and wear it or keep it at worshiping place.

After wearing Rudraksha follow these instructions.
×l¢ ×æ¢â¢ ¿ ÜæâäÙ¢ ÂÜæ¢Çä¢ ç³æ‚æýä¢ °ß ¿ Ð
³Ü~cæ¢ ¥¢Ì·¢ çßÇ÷ßæÚæã¢ zæÿæØ¢ ßÁüØ~ ÙÚÑ ÐÐ
- Don't have non-vegetarian food stuffs, drugs (alcohol etc.), garlic, onion or any prohibited food stuff
after wearing of Rudraksh. Always have vegetarian food.
- Don't make Rudraksh a show off thing.
- Don't wear rudraksh at night and keep it at worshipping place & after taking bath in the morning
wear it while reciting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY at least 5 times. Whenever you put off the rosary, do
keep it at worshipping place.
- Don't have proud.
- Be benevolent.
- Don't insult or misuse rudraksh.
- Control your temperament.
- Behave & think virtuously.
- Don't abuse anybody.
- Follow the Brahmcharya.
- Pour Gangajal on Rudraksh.
- Don't use soap while taking bath.
- Keep place clean and untainted while worshipping or wearing rudraksh.
- Maintain the holiness of rudraksh.
- Always wear rudraksh after getting done routine work and having bath.
- Don't criticize any person or religion.
- Stay away from dirtiness.
- Have faith in rudraksh.
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- Give up lust, anger, lure & greediness.
- Never hang rudraksh rosary on wall.
- Keep away rudraksh from the woman whose menstrual cycle in on.
- Don't go in any cremation while wearing rudraksh.

Some Tests for checking the genuineness of the Rudrakshas
Floatation test:
When a genuine Rudraksha seed is gently placed on water, it will sink; but if a fake one is placed on
water, it will always float.

Copper Test:
A genuine Rudraksha is very hot, and has electromagnetic attraction with Copper. If beads are held
with a string over a small round thin piece of Copper metal sheet (like a piece of Copper coin of old
days), they tend to show a slow gradual rotational movement. If the rotation is observed to be in
clockwise direction, then it is considered auspicious; otherwise, it is to be rejected – as it might be
defective.

Milk test:
If an authentic Rudraksha seed is kept in a cup of milk for a day, the milk will not get spoilt. But if it is
a fake one, the milk is to become spoilt.
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All Planets Blemish(Dosha)
Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Sun

Sapat (Sun with Rahu or Ketu) blemish
If sun is situated with Rahu or Ketu in your birth horoscope, then Sapat (with Rahu or Ketu) Sun
blemish is applicable in your horoscope. Your decision making power may be affected and you may
meet with any sudden accident.

Sapat (with Rahu or Ketu) Sun blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

You should recite Rudrasukta Path along with Traymbakam mantra as Samput to remove this blemish.
Every year on your birth day, give 28 or 108 Aahuti by dipping green grass (Doob) in Ghee with
Traymbakam mantra. Have fast on same day.

Easy remedies for Planet Sun
After getting up in the morning, wash your mouth and recite Gayatri mantra for 10 or 28 time while
facing towards east. After taking bath, recite Dwadashakshar mantra of Lord Ganesha and Surya
kavach and then offer water to Sun. Recite Ashtakshar mantra of Sun for 10 or 28 times while facing
towards Sun. Recite Gayatri mantra for 10 or 28 times before sleeping at night.
1-Don't discharge urine or feces while facing towards Sun & Moon or in running water, river or pond.
2-Don't disrespect your parents.
3-Stay away from mental or physical violence, malicious behavior.
4-Don't lose your temper without any reason.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Moon
If you have born in castellation of your siblings or parents, One castellation birth blemish is applicable
in your horooscope. This blemish can create disturbances in comforts and peace of entire family. It
may affect your health badly.
Remedies for peace -
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Make a worshipping place at a clean place in your home and install a Kalash in Ishan Kone from that
place. Cover the Kalash with new cloth. Then worship all the castellation after worshiping god. Now
worship birth castellation deity on Kalash specifically. Perform Hawan by giving 108 Aahuti from
mantra of birth castellation. Donate grains, clothes according to your capacity. You should perform
this remedy in favorable transit of Moon during Waxing Moon (From 9th Tithi to Poornima),
auspicious accendant, Rikta Tithi and Bhadra Karan.

Moon in Ascendant blemish
If Moon is situated in ascendant in your birth horoscope, then this blemish is applicable in your
horoscope. Your ideology may be so strong that you can not change it with time. You may be
obstinate and somewhat impractical. Your mental condition may affect your working ability.

Moon is in ascendant blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

You should recite Rudrasukta Path along with practicing simple remedies of Moon to remove this
blemish.

Weak Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
If you have born on any day between 8th day of Krishna Paksha to 5th day of Shukla Paksha. Then
weak Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope. You may be short tempered, careless and doer of
aimless work. Sometimes you may get depressed.

Weak Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

Apart from easy remedies for peace of Moon, worshipping of lord Shiva is one of the best remedy to
remove this blemish. The worship should be in proportion of weakness of Moon, i.e., weaker the
Moon, more the worship.

Kemdrum Yoga blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
If there is no any planet is situated in previous and next houses of Moon. Then Kemdrum Yoga is
applicable in your horoscope. You may face the scarcity of money through out the life and your family
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comfort and mental peace may reduce on this account. If any planet is situated with Moon or any
planet aspects Moon or any planet is situated in quadrant from Moon or ascendant in your horoscope,
then influence of Kemdrum Yoga is reduced.

Kemdrum Yoga blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

Apart from easy remedies for peace of Moon, you should recite Daridrayadahan Strot of lord Shiva
written by sage Vashishth to remove this blemish.

Easy remedies for Planet Moon
First of all have Darshan of Sun and recite Gayatri mantra. Then have bath and recite mantra of
Ganesha, lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati. then Recite AUM NAMAH SHIVAYA mantra for 108
times. Recite Moon Kavach and offer water to Sun. Don't have non vegetarian food and alcohol on
Monday.
1-Don't discharge urine or feces while facing towards Sun & Moon or in running water, river or pond.
2-Don't disrespect your parents.
3-Stay away from mental or physical violence, malicious behavior.
4-Don't lose your temper without any reason.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Mars

Mars is situated in Aries sign in your horoscope. Your disposition may be violent and tyrant. Member
of opposite sex may feel special attraction towards you.
Mars is situated in 8th house in your horoscope. Health of your spouse may be cause of concern for
you. You may get separated from him / her due to any reason.
If health of your spouse is not good, recite 'Mangal Kashta Nivaran' mantra for 8 times daily.
If relation with your spouse is not very harmonious, recite Sunderkand of Ramcharitmanas.
If there is no peace at your home, recite following mantra for 108 times. If this recitation is done by
chief of home or his wife, chances of getting benefits are more.
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If you lack enthusiasm or are unable to express your thoughts or are very shot tempered, recite Mangal
Gayatri mantra for 28 times.
If you are getting hurt again and again due to Mars blemish, you should recite 'Mangal Kavach'.
If your child is suffering from bad effects of Mars and his / her health does not remain good or he / she
doesn't listen to you, you should recite 'Mangal Kashta Nivarak' mantra daily.
If you are worried due to financial losses, increasing debts, have fast on Tuesday regularly for one
year. It can remove sign or house produced blemish of Mars.

Easy remedies for Planet Mars
You should recite Rudrasukt Path daily. Worship to Lord Hanuman and Bhairav regularly. Recite
Hanuman Chalisa daily. If recitation of Rudrasukt is difficult, recite following mantra for 28 times
dailyAffectionate and warm behavior with friends and relatives diminishes inauspicious influence of Mars.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Mercury

Mercury is situated in Scorpio sign in your horoscope. You may be clever and quarrelsome. Your
friends may be selfish and you may meet financial losses due to this reason.
Mercury is situated in 3rd, 6th or 12th house in your horoscope. Sometimes you may become very
hesitant and get disappointed.
If you have speech defect like stammering etc. or your mind is weak or you don't have control on your
tongue, recite Kartikeya mantra for 10 times while sitting under banyan tree. Start this process from
Pushya Nakshtra and continue for next 27 days.
If you are unable to express your thoughts or speak before mass gathering, recite Budh Kavach
regularly.
If you are not able to sleep well due to tension or see bad dreams, you should recite 'Mercury Gaytri
Mantra' 3 for times during day time.
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If you are unable to save your money or your earning is less, you should recite Srisukta Path.
If you are unable to save your money or your earning is less, you should recite Srisukta Path.
If you are suffering from any skin disorder, recite Sheetla mantra for 10000 times to cure same. Then
offer 1000 Aahuti from same mantra after accomplishing recitation.
If you are not getting success in business due to any blemish of Mercury, You should recite Mercury
Gayatri mantra for 10000 times. Donate Moong, ghee, silver or thing made up of ivory according to
your capacity after recitation.
If you are suffering from any incurable disease due to blemish of Mercury, you should recite
Vishnusahstranam.

Easy remedies for Planet Mercury
You should recite Vishnusahstranam daily or on every Wednesday. Recite Dwadashakshari Vishnu
Mantra AUM NAMO BHAGAVATE VASUDEVAYA for 28 or 108 times daily.
1-Don't abuse anybody.
2-Behave in affectionate manner with your younger.
3-Don't adopt wrong practices to do your work.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Jupiter

Jupiter is situated in Capricorn sign in your birth horoscope. You may lack patience and intelligence.
You may not get appropriate success even after enough hard work. Your married life may not be
harmonious. You may not be able to understand what is right or wrong for you. Your brothers or
relatives may not adore and cooperate you enough.
If you are not able to amass wealth due to weakness of Jupiter, recite Jupiter Gaytri mantra for 10
times during day time.
Sprinkle Gangajal at your work place after enchanting it from 8 'Jupiter Mantra' for progerss in
business.
If you have differences with your spouse, recite 'Jupiter Gaytri' mantra daily for 10 times in the
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morning.
If you have clashes with your spouse, worship Shiv - Parvati and recite Ardhanarinateshwar Strot
during morning and evening.
If marriage of girl is not settling, worship 300 Parthiv Ling. If marriage of boy is not settling, recite 17
lessons of Durgasaptasati.

Easy remedies for Planet Jupiter
You should recite Brahspati Strot written in Skand Puran to remove the blemishes caused by Jupiter
and hear Satyanarayan Katha on full Moon (Poornima) day. You should offer rice coloured in
turmeric, yellow flowers, yellow sandal. Donate gram pulse, salt, turmeric etc. on Thursday.
1-Behave warmly with teachers, preachers, saints, old people and highly educated people.
2-Don't tell a lie in court being as a witness.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Venus

Venus is situated in Capricorn sign in your horoscope. You may have close contact with an elder
person of opposite sex, which may harm you. You may suffer from heart ailment.
For the comfort of child, don't hurt the girls. Worship girls during Navaratri and give them food and
clothes according to your capacity. Gift a photograph of Shiva - Parvati or Vishnu -Laxmi to any
person once in year or donate a bed sheet, pillow or a pair of clothes to a Brahmin. Recitation of
Saundarya Lahari Strot or Devi Sukta and Srikavach daily will be also beneficial.
If you don't have any control on your lustful desire or are attracted towards unnatural sex, recite Shiv
Sankalp Sukta for one time mentioned in Atharva Ved daily before going to bed. You may recite
Shukra Gayatri Mantra for 10 times daily.
If there is poverty in your home or you have financial problem, recite Argla and Kilak Stort in the
morning.
You should recite Ratrisukta in morning and at night before sleeping, if you feel laziness or your
works are not being completed due to drowsiness.
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You should recite Shukra Stavaraj Path, if you are facing impediments in your marriage or your
marriage is not settling down.
You should recite Shukra Kavach, if you are getting injury again and again or suffering from any
physical disorder.

Easy remedies for Planet Venus
Recite following mantra for one time after offering water to Osmium (Tulsi) plant in the morning after
taking bath. Then recite Tulsi Kavach while standing over there.
1-Have contact with your spouse only.
2-Respect others' women and girls.

Blemish (Dosha) And Their Remedies Related To Saturn

Saturn is situated in Gemini sign in your horoscope. You may often face trouble due to debts.
Saturn is situated in 10th house in your horoscope. you may have differences with senior officers.
There is possibility of your suffering from any mental or head ailment. You may face trouble due to
your in-laws.
To remove the blemishes of Saturn due to its sign position or house position, Gaytri mantra of Saturn
for a certain times daily while standing on Aasan (seat).
If your life is in trouble due to any kind of disease or accident during Dasha or Gochar of Saturn, you
should recite Mahamrityunjay mantra of Lord Shiva written by Markandey ji.
If your child is not listening you and disobeying you, you should recite following Shani Gayatri mantra
daily for 28 or 108 times. Recitation of Bhujang Strot of lord Hanuman while mediating on Hanumanji
or Shivtandav Strot will be beneficial for you.
During Sadesati ,Gochar period or Dasha or Anterdasha of Saturn, if you are getting inauspicious
results, recite Saturn Stavaraj mantra.
If you are getting injured again and again during Dasha or Gochar of Saturn or suffering from any
disease, you should recite Shanashcharashtak Strot.
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Easy remedies for Planet Saturn
Massage mustard oil on body on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday and then take bath. General
blemishes of Saturn are removed spontaneously if you will keep your surrounding clean. You should
recite prayer of Lord Shiva, Hanuman or Bhairav daily after taking bath. Don't use broken vessels or
mirror or cots.
Don't misbehave with servants, laborers, employees and don't cut their remunerations what they
deserve. Don't insult them.
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Result and remedy of Transit Saturn (Gochar Shani)
mæ¼³æ~ Á‹×‚æñ Úæ³ææñ çmÌèØ~ ¿ ³æÙñ³¿ÚÐ/nâæŠææüçÙ âŒÌ ßcææüç‡æ Ì‰ææ ¼äwæñØäüÌæ~ zæß~ÌÐÐ
When Saturn transits in 12th, 1st and 2nd house from birth Moon, that period ( Around seven and half
years) is known as Shani Sadesati.
Generally it is assumed that during Sadesati of Shani, native suffers from mental, physical and
financial troubles. People get worried and an unknown fear is created in their mine. Native have fear of
getting inauspicious results like dissatisfaction, disappointment, laziness, loss from sickness, theft or
fire, dispute in family or death of any family member etc. but in reality, entire time of seven and half
years of any phase of Sadesati is not been like this. Native also gets very auspicious results like
marriage, birth of child, advancement in job or business, foreign journey, buying of building, land or
vehicle, freedom from debt, contact with people of high society and benefits from them, journey of
religious places, comfort and happiness from children etc.

First Cycle
First Dhayya
07/09/1977 - 04/11/1979
Sign: Leo
Duration: 2.0 y.1.0 m.28 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
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You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

First Dhayya
15/03/1980 - 27/07/1980
Sign: Leo
Duration: 0.0 y.4.0 m.12 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
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health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

Second Dhayya
04/11/1979 - 15/03/1980
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 0.0 y.4.0 m.10 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
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is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Second Dhayya
27/07/1980 - 06/10/1982
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
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troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Third Dhayya
06/10/1982 - 21/12/1984
Sign: Libra
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
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possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Third Dhayya
01/06/1985 - 17/09/1985
Sign: Libra
Duration: 0.0 y.3.0 m.17 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
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possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Kantak Shani
17/12/1987 - 21/03/1990
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 2.0 y.3.0 m.3 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
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no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.

Kantak Shani
20/06/1990 - 15/12/1990
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 0.0 y.5.0 m.26 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
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business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.

Ashtam Shani
17/04/1998 - 07/06/2000
Sign: Aries
Duration: 2.0 y.1.0 m.21 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. If Saturn is positioned in any auspicious house
in your horoscope, you will get more auspicious results. You may face physical troubles. Your siblings
may be also troubled. You may also fall ill. You may suffer from piles, fistula etc. you may come into
contact of women belonging to lower social status and you may become insulted in society. You
should be well behaved and not lose your character. Your illegal relationship may be exposed very
soon and conflicts may arise in your family on this account.
If you are a woman and pregnant this time, you should remain alert. There is chance of carrying
abortion. If you are between 19 to 25 years of age, you should be careful from boys who are your
companion. You may earn bad name because of them and your future may spoil.
If you are a student, you should focus on your society, because there is possibility of slipping out of
your track. You may not succeed in your educational sphere. You should have control on your
expenses and meet your expenditure within same amount of money which you get from your parents.
Don't dream too much.
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You may commit many mistakes and repent for those later. But you will keep repeating same mistake
due to influence of planets. You may become matter of mockery among your friends and relatives due
to your own activities. You may adopt counterfeit means to execute your tasks. People may not trust
you. Your own people may go way from you. Your friends may turn into your enemies due to your
behavioral change. Your past enemies may create impediments for you. Any of your enemy may get
any wrong act done from your after becoming your friend. Be alert.
If you are a businessman, many of your business partners may discontinue dealing with you because of
your treacherous behaviour. You may not focus on your business. You may become lazy and get out of
race on this account. Your employees may take advantage of it. You may face financial crisis in
business and try to escape from lenders. If you are in service, you may not be able to concentrate on
work due to physical inability. You may not complete your job in time and your officers may get angry
with you on this account and you may get transferred. You may also get punishment. You may see
only your own interest this time. You may think about only how to earn money. You may start taking
bribe but everyone will come to know about it. Your colleagues may catch you red handed.
You may face more troubles. Most of the time, you may remain ill during this time. But when you
gain health, you will always indulge in sexual activities. You may form unnatural relations. On this
account you may suffer from secret sexual diseases.

Second Cycle
First Dhayya
01/11/2006 - 10/01/2007
Sign: Leo
Duration: 0.0 y.2.0 m.10 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
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You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

First Dhayya
16/07/2007 - 10/09/2009
Sign: Leo
Duration: 2.0 y.1.0 m.26 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
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problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

Second Dhayya
10/09/2009 - 15/11/2011
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.6 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
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face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Second Dhayya
16/05/2012 - 04/08/2012
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 0.0 y.2.0 m.19 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
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You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Third Dhayya
15/11/2011 - 16/05/2012
Sign: Libra
Duration: 0.0 y.6.0 m.1 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
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you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Third Dhayya
04/08/2012 - 02/11/2014
Sign: Libra
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
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you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Kantak Shani
26/01/2017 - 21/06/2017
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 0.0 y.4.0 m.24 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
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troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.

Kantak Shani
26/10/2017 - 24/01/2020
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.29 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
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enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.

Ashtam Shani
03/06/2027 - 20/10/2027
Sign: Aries
Duration: 0.0 y.4.0 m.18 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. If Saturn is positioned in any auspicious house
in your horoscope, you will get more auspicious results. You may face physical troubles. Your siblings
may be also troubled. You may also fall ill. You may suffer from piles, fistula etc. you may come into
contact of women belonging to lower social status and you may become insulted in society. You
should be well behaved and not lose your character. Your illegal relationship may be exposed very
soon and conflicts may arise in your family on this account.
If you are a woman and pregnant this time, you should remain alert. There is chance of carrying
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abortion. If you are between 19 to 25 years of age, you should be careful from boys who are your
companion. You may earn bad name because of them and your future may spoil.
If you are a student, you should focus on your society, because there is possibility of slipping out of
your track. You may not succeed in your educational sphere. You should have control on your
expenses and meet your expenditure within same amount of money which you get from your parents.
Don't dream too much.
You may commit many mistakes and repent for those later. But you will keep repeating same mistake
due to influence of planets. You may become matter of mockery among your friends and relatives due
to your own activities. You may adopt counterfeit means to execute your tasks. People may not trust
you. Your own people may go way from you. Your friends may turn into your enemies due to your
behavioral change. Your past enemies may create impediments for you. Any of your enemy may get
any wrong act done from your after becoming your friend. Be alert.
If you are a businessman, many of your business partners may discontinue dealing with you because of
your treacherous behaviour. You may not focus on your business. You may become lazy and get out of
race on this account. Your employees may take advantage of it. You may face financial crisis in
business and try to escape from lenders. If you are in service, you may not be able to concentrate on
work due to physical inability. You may not complete your job in time and your officers may get angry
with you on this account and you may get transferred. You may also get punishment. You may see
only your own interest this time. You may think about only how to earn money. You may start taking
bribe but everyone will come to know about it. Your colleagues may catch you red handed.
You may face more troubles. Most of the time, you may remain ill during this time. But when you
gain health, you will always indulge in sexual activities. You may form unnatural relations. On this
account you may suffer from secret sexual diseases.

Ashtam Shani
23/02/2028 - 08/08/2029
Sign: Aries
Duration: 1.0 y.5.0 m.14 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. If Saturn is positioned in any auspicious house
in your horoscope, you will get more auspicious results. You may face physical troubles. Your siblings
may be also troubled. You may also fall ill. You may suffer from piles, fistula etc. you may come into
contact of women belonging to lower social status and you may become insulted in society. You
should be well behaved and not lose your character. Your illegal relationship may be exposed very
soon and conflicts may arise in your family on this account.
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If you are a woman and pregnant this time, you should remain alert. There is chance of carrying
abortion. If you are between 19 to 25 years of age, you should be careful from boys who are your
companion. You may earn bad name because of them and your future may spoil.
If you are a student, you should focus on your society, because there is possibility of slipping out of
your track. You may not succeed in your educational sphere. You should have control on your
expenses and meet your expenditure within same amount of money which you get from your parents.
Don't dream too much.
You may commit many mistakes and repent for those later. But you will keep repeating same mistake
due to influence of planets. You may become matter of mockery among your friends and relatives due
to your own activities. You may adopt counterfeit means to execute your tasks. People may not trust
you. Your own people may go way from you. Your friends may turn into your enemies due to your
behavioral change. Your past enemies may create impediments for you. Any of your enemy may get
any wrong act done from your after becoming your friend. Be alert.
If you are a businessman, many of your business partners may discontinue dealing with you because of
your treacherous behaviour. You may not focus on your business. You may become lazy and get out of
race on this account. Your employees may take advantage of it. You may face financial crisis in
business and try to escape from lenders. If you are in service, you may not be able to concentrate on
work due to physical inability. You may not complete your job in time and your officers may get angry
with you on this account and you may get transferred. You may also get punishment. You may see
only your own interest this time. You may think about only how to earn money. You may start taking
bribe but everyone will come to know about it. Your colleagues may catch you red handed.
You may face more troubles. Most of the time, you may remain ill during this time. But when you
gain health, you will always indulge in sexual activities. You may form unnatural relations. On this
account you may suffer from secret sexual diseases.

Ashtam Shani
05/10/2029 - 17/04/2030
Sign: Aries
Duration: 0.0 y.6.0 m.12 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. If Saturn is positioned in any auspicious house
in your horoscope, you will get more auspicious results. You may face physical troubles. Your siblings
may be also troubled. You may also fall ill. You may suffer from piles, fistula etc. you may come into
contact of women belonging to lower social status and you may become insulted in society. You
should be well behaved and not lose your character. Your illegal relationship may be exposed very
soon and conflicts may arise in your family on this account.
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If you are a woman and pregnant this time, you should remain alert. There is chance of carrying
abortion. If you are between 19 to 25 years of age, you should be careful from boys who are your
companion. You may earn bad name because of them and your future may spoil.
If you are a student, you should focus on your society, because there is possibility of slipping out of
your track. You may not succeed in your educational sphere. You should have control on your
expenses and meet your expenditure within same amount of money which you get from your parents.
Don't dream too much.
You may commit many mistakes and repent for those later. But you will keep repeating same mistake
due to influence of planets. You may become matter of mockery among your friends and relatives due
to your own activities. You may adopt counterfeit means to execute your tasks. People may not trust
you. Your own people may go way from you. Your friends may turn into your enemies due to your
behavioral change. Your past enemies may create impediments for you. Any of your enemy may get
any wrong act done from your after becoming your friend. Be alert.
If you are a businessman, many of your business partners may discontinue dealing with you because of
your treacherous behaviour. You may not focus on your business. You may become lazy and get out of
race on this account. Your employees may take advantage of it. You may face financial crisis in
business and try to escape from lenders. If you are in service, you may not be able to concentrate on
work due to physical inability. You may not complete your job in time and your officers may get angry
with you on this account and you may get transferred. You may also get punishment. You may see
only your own interest this time. You may think about only how to earn money. You may start taking
bribe but everyone will come to know about it. Your colleagues may catch you red handed.
You may face more troubles. Most of the time, you may remain ill during this time. But when you
gain health, you will always indulge in sexual activities. You may form unnatural relations. On this
account you may suffer from secret sexual diseases.

Third Cycle
First Dhayya
27/08/2036 - 22/10/2038
Sign: Leo
Duration: 2.0 y.1.0 m.25 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
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child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

First Dhayya
05/04/2039 - 13/07/2039
Sign: Leo
Duration: 0.0 y.3.0 m.8 d.
This phase may be critical for you. You may remain tensed from very beginning of this phase on the
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account of your children. Your children may oppose everywhere and create new troubles day after day.
You may have to spent much for medical treatment of your child. You may create obstacles for your
child through your acts. Your children may not agree with you. You may face troubles on account of
your children. You should take special care of your children.
You enemies may become very active this time and try to harm you. They may succeed in their
attempts. You may have to incur many unexpected expenses. You may undertake many long journeys,
but may not get any benefits from them. You may lose you faith in religion and God because of
problems arising daily. You should neither borrow nor lend money. It will save you from many
problems. You may suffer from abdominal and skin ailments for long time. Your luck may not favour
you.
You may come into the contact of low grade people and get benefits from them. But they may expect
any kind of benefit or favour from you in future. If you are unable to fulfill their expectations they may
turn into your enemies. Therefore it is advised you to form relationship with after thinking twice. You
may work very hard to overcome problems and it may spoil your health. You should take care of your
health. You may fall down while walking or from height and get injured.
You should try to become mentally strong. Your maternal uncle and mother's sister may also face
several troubles. You may have to face enough impediments in your works. you may face financial
troubles and on this account you may go to any other city to earn your livelihood. But you may not
succeed in your endeavor there. You may spend excess money on luxuries and costly attires. If your
age is in between 30 to 46 years, you may be blessed with a son. As you may remain tensed so your
mind may not work in right direction you may spend unnecessarily to make yourself successful and
may repent later due to this reason.
You may get some comfort in middle of this phase. You may achieve some success through your will
power. Your financial condition may improve for sometime and some of your pending or disordered
works may be accomplished properly. But this time will exist for short period. After this duration, your
enemies will become more active and try to harm you, but they will not succeed. If you are a
serviceman, your officials may get angry with you and try to create trouble for you. You should be
alert and not be overconfident. You may become victim of theft due to overconfidence, particularly
during journey. This time you may meet losses due to your own acts. You may be parted from your
brothers. If ,in your horoscope, mahadasha of any benefic planet is running, no. inauspicious results
may decline. You will get opportunities of getting benefits at the end of phase, make use of it.

Second Dhayya
22/10/2038 - 05/04/2039
Sign: Virgo
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Duration: 0.0 y.5.0 m.13 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.
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Second Dhayya
13/07/2039 - 28/01/2041
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 1.0 y.6.0 m.17 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
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benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Second Dhayya
06/02/2041 - 26/09/2041
Sign: Virgo
Duration: 0.0 y.7.0 m.19 d.
This phase may be treacherous for you. If, in your horoscope, dasha of any benefic planet is running,
you may get some auspicious results only then. You may start getting inauspicious indications even
from the beginning of this phase. You may suffer from mental ailment, skin disease, gas etc. you may
face problems one after other. You may be agonized and become unable to judge right and wrong. You
may become lusty. You may go to any extent to fulfill your sexual desire and be insulted in society.
You may become very selfish and look for your personal interest first in every work.
If you are between 34 to 47 this time, you may face more troubles. If you are a serviceman, you may
face new problems daily. Your colleagues may turn against you and they may make your complain to
senior officers. Consequently your senior officers may also get angry with you and take any action
against you. You may carry out many wrong works in tension and on this account you may get
transferred or be expelled. You should do every work thinking twice; otherwise you may be trapped in
troubles. You should control your anger and tongue.
You should try to engage yourself in religious activities and worship god. If you are in business, there
is possibility of meeting losses on the account of theft or fire. Your money may chunk in business.
Borrowers may make excuses when you will ask them to return your money. Losses may gradually
increase in business and you may loose your interest in your business. Some of your associates may
wait for opportunity to take revenge from you. Therefore you should be alert. Worship the God. There
are chances of any government raid in your business this time and you may become the victim of
financial punishment. If you are doing business in partnership, your business partner may deceive
you. You may not be able to concentrate in your business due to mental troubles and your employee
may take the advantage of this situation through stealing etc.
You father's health may become little upset and he may go through the operation. You may receive
any bad news through communication medium and on this account you may become very upset. You
may try to repay any old debt take from your friend, but because of bad financial condition you may
not be able to do so. Despite of all these your power will trim down. Your enemies may create
obstacles for you, but you should make your efforts and do your job without taking care of them, you
will definitely get success.
If you are journalist, writer, editor or critic you will get much success in your job. You should not
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worry about what others think. If your job is related to medical or pharmaceutical field, you may meet
losses in your profession this time. A medicine give or prescribed by you to any person may cause
reaction. Therefore you should Take much precaution. If you are engage in social welfare or
benevolence, you may get very good results. During this phase you should maintain your mental
stability.

Third Dhayya
28/01/2041 - 06/02/2041
Sign: Libra
Duration: 0.0 y.0.0 m.9 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
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However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Third Dhayya
26/09/2041 - 11/12/2043
Sign: Libra
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.15 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
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However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Third Dhayya
23/06/2044 - 30/08/2044
Sign: Libra
Duration: 0.0 y.2.0 m.7 d.
During this phase you will get mix results. Nature of results will more depends upon the Mahadasha
running in your horoscope. In the beginning you may receive inauspicious results, but after sometime
you will start getting good results. Do any work after thinking it twice. Control your tongue and don't
do any work in hurry otherwise you may meet loss. Work pressure may increase, but it will be
beneficial for your future. You may earn financial benefit during this time. If you are under any debt
you will be able to pay it. You may purchase any land, building or vehicle. You may get any gift from
your mother. You should be bewaring of your adversaries.
If you are in business, you will make progress through your acumen and hard work. There may be
possibility of occurring theft in your business. Be cautious of your employees. You may not give
enough time to your family because of more work pressure and on this account your family members
may get angry with you. If you are a serviceman, you may take your transfer at your desired place.
Your officers may remain happy from you, but your colleagues may try to turn them against you.
Don't sign any paper without reading it. If you are in field of financial transaction, you should be more
careful. You may face the charge of bribery. Stay away from leaders and don't make they annoyed
through any mean.
You will participate in religious activities with lot of keenness and get honour in society on this
account. You may take interest in study of religious literature. You may undertake journey to any
religious place. If you are a student, work very hard otherwise you may not succeed in examination.
Your mother's health may deteriorate in middle of phase and you may not be able to concentrate on
your work on this account. After sometime your mother will become healthy again and you will start
concentrating on your work. You may not give much time to your family members because of over
work burden. Due to this reason your spouse may become angry with you. So try to give enough time
to family. You will make financial advancement during this time. Try to make cordial relationship
with your relatives and friends. Control your tongue. Your enemies may try to harm you, but they will
not succeed. You should keep working your job without taking care of them.
You may suffer from pain in legs. Your body may become weak due to excessive labour and business.
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However, you don't have scarcity of money, but you may keep on thinking to earn more money. You
may wander to get happiness and peace and not pay your attention towards your family. You will keep
trying to dominate over people. You may go to a distant place or foreign country to earn money. You
may have risk of falling from height, getting injured from animal, vehicle accident, fire or electricity.
You should work very carefully and proceed ahead while mediating on God.

Kantak Shani
08/12/2046 - 06/03/2049
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 2.0 y.2.0 m.27 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
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others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.

Kantak Shani
10/07/2049 - 04/12/2049
Sign: Sagittarius
Duration: 0.0 y.4.0 m.25 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. You may suffer from many diseases
simultaneously. You may become very disappointed due to these diseases. Your father may also face
troubles and on this account you may get upset. If you are running under Dasha of any inauspicious /
malefic planet, you may have to bear the pain of separation of any close relative. You may get any bad
news through communication medium. If you are in service, your colleagues may behave with you like
enemy. You may face new charges daily and on this account you may get mentally disturbed. You
may hospitalize. Your job may also be left.
Any of your old enemy may appear in front of you, who can cause mental trouble for you. This time
no body will come forward to help you. You may meet various kinds of losses including finance. If
you are a businessman, your business may come to an end. If it would have been even saved due to
influence of any auspicious planet, you must meet loss. Your enemies may spread bad name of your
business. They may try to gather secret information about your business from your employee by
offering him any kind of greed and play an important role in putting raid at your place. You may meet
losses from government. Some of your payment may withhold. Whatever you do, think twice and do
carefully. Wait for favourable time to come and let this bad time pass while mediating on God.
You should be very careful while driving the vehicle as there may be possibility of meeting accident.
Chances of getting head injury may be more. You may receive serious charges from maternal uncle or
mother's sister, which may cause mental trouble for your mother. Her health may become deteriorated.
Behaviour of your life partner may also change for you. You may become mentally upset on this
account. You may attract towards wrong acts. You may get punishment from government. All of your
efforts earning money in this phase may get failed and whatever you earn, you may lose the same in
wasteful expenses while meeting and enjoying luxuries of life.
If you are between 34 to 47 years of age and Rahu is also inauspicious, you may get imprisonment. If
Mars is inauspicious, you may lose your any body part or organ in an accident. You may get separated
from your brothers during this time and whatever wealth you get in division, you may spend it in
unnecessary activities. You may not be able to take right decisions. Your behaviour may change for
others, due to this reason your near and dears may also dislike you. You may not have faith in religion.
You should take interest in religion and engage yourself in religious activities.
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Ashtam Shani
07/04/2057 - 27/05/2059
Sign: Aries
Duration: 2.0 y.1.0 m.20 d.
Result of this phase may be very inauspicious for you. If Saturn is positioned in any auspicious house
in your horoscope, you will get more auspicious results. You may face physical troubles. Your siblings
may be also troubled. You may also fall ill. You may suffer from piles, fistula etc. you may come into
contact of women belonging to lower social status and you may become insulted in society. You
should be well behaved and not lose your character. Your illegal relationship may be exposed very
soon and conflicts may arise in your family on this account.
If you are a woman and pregnant this time, you should remain alert. There is chance of carrying
abortion. If you are between 19 to 25 years of age, you should be careful from boys who are your
companion. You may earn bad name because of them and your future may spoil.
If you are a student, you should focus on your society, because there is possibility of slipping out of
your track. You may not succeed in your educational sphere. You should have control on your
expenses and meet your expenditure within same amount of money which you get from your parents.
Don't dream too much.
You may commit many mistakes and repent for those later. But you will keep repeating same mistake
due to influence of planets. You may become matter of mockery among your friends and relatives due
to your own activities. You may adopt counterfeit means to execute your tasks. People may not trust
you. Your own people may go way from you. Your friends may turn into your enemies due to your
behavioral change. Your past enemies may create impediments for you. Any of your enemy may get
any wrong act done from your after becoming your friend. Be alert.
If you are a businessman, many of your business partners may discontinue dealing with you because of
your treacherous behaviour. You may not focus on your business. You may become lazy and get out of
race on this account. Your employees may take advantage of it. You may face financial crisis in
business and try to escape from lenders. If you are in service, you may not be able to concentrate on
work due to physical inability. You may not complete your job in time and your officers may get angry
with you on this account and you may get transferred. You may also get punishment. You may see
only your own interest this time. You may think about only how to earn money. You may start taking
bribe but everyone will come to know about it. Your colleagues may catch you red handed.
You may face more troubles. Most of the time, you may remain ill during this time. But when you
gain health, you will always indulge in sexual activities. You may form unnatural relations. On this
account you may suffer from secret sexual diseases.
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Practise following remedies to diminish the effects of Sadesati & Dhaiya of Saturn:
Mantra:
1) Recite Mahamrityunjaya mantra for 1,25,000 time ( Daily 10 rosary, 125 days)
AUM TRIYAMBKAM YJAMAHE SUGANDHI PUSHTIVARDHANAM
URVARUKMIV BANDHANANMRITYORMUKSHIY MAMRATAT
2) Recite following mantra of Saturn 23000 times in 21 days -)
AUM SHANNODEVIRBHISHTAY AAPO BHAVANTU PITAYE
SHANYORBHISRAVANTU NAH. AUM SHAM SHANAISHCHRAY NAMH

Mythological Mantra AUM NILANJAN SMABHASAM RAVIPUTRAM YAMAGRAJAM
CHHAYAMARTANDSAMBHUTAM TAM NMAMI SHANAISHCHARAM
KONASTHAH PINGLO BABHRUH KRISHNO RAUDROSANTKO YAMAH
SAORIH SHANAISHCHARO MANDAH PIPPLADEN SANSTUTAH
TANI SHANI NAMAMI JAPEDSHVATTHSANNIDHAU
SHANAISHCHARKRITA PIDA NA KDACHIT BHAVISHYATI

STROT for deminishing troubles of Sadesati. According to Pipplad: NAMASTEY KONASANSTHAY PINGLAY NAMOSTUTE
NAMASTEY BABHRURUPAY KRISHNAY CHA NAMOSTUTE
NAMASTEY RAUDRADEHAY NAMASTEY CHANTKAY CHA
NAMASTEY YAMSANGYAY NAMASTEY SAURAYE VIBHO
NAMASTEY YAMADSANGYAY SHANAISHVAR NAMOSTUTE
PRASADAM KURU DEVESH DINASYA PRANTASYA CHA

GEM :
You should wear ring of horse shoe of black horse or nail of boat in your middle finger on Saturday.

Fast:
Have fast on Saturday and worship lord Shani. Reciting of Shanivar Vrat Katha alos confers benefits.
Have fruits during daytime and have dharshan of Lord Hanuman or Bhairav in the evening during fast.
You can have Khichadi of black Urd ( you can add black salt) or sweet Halva of Urd Dal at night.

Donation :
You should take bath from water after mixing surma, black sesame, Saunf & Nagarmotha in it.

Medicine :
You should donate Urd, oil, Sapphire, sesame, buffalo, iron and black cloth to make Lord Shani
happy.
1) Keep a Saturn yantra at your worshiping place and recite chalisa in front of it.
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2) Recite Vishnusahstranam on every Wednesday.
3) Donate some money to eunuchs and take their blessing on Wednesday.
4) Visit Banayan tree on Saturday evening after sun set, mix some green masoor in wheat four and
Make a (lamp) deepak from it under the tree.Pour mustard oil, put one iron nail, 11 grains of green
masoor dal it and place two cotton wicks parallel in such a way that on litting them their flames
appear as one.Donate this deepak and fresh water to Banyan tree.
5) Select any mantra from Durga Saptsati and repeat the same daily in case of having much troubles.
6) Hammer four iron nail in four legs of your bed couch on which you sleep.
7) Feed 8 girls below 9 year age in any moon light phase and donate them red and green clothes.
Repeat same for five months.
8) Donate mustard oil after looking your facial image in same ( Chhayadan) on every Saturday.

Special Remedies of Sadhesati and Dhaiya of Saturn
If Saturn is auspicious in your horoscope, you may get benefits by making Saturn stronger by
worshiping Bhairavji and Shani. If Saturn is inauspicious or malefic, inauspicious results may be
wiped out and benefits can be earned by practicing remedies of Saturn. If you are running under
Sadesati in your horoscope or suffering from troubles caused by Saturn, you may get benefits by
practicing following remedies
1. Perform Chhayadan and wear sapphire or its substitute gem.
2. Serve black cow on Saturday. Put a mark(Tilak) or bindi on its forehead, tie a red thread ( Klawa)
around its horn, feed 8 laddu and touch its feet.
3. Feed sweet bread to black dog regularly.
4. If Saturn is situated in ascendant in your horoscope, burry Surma ( black gel) under the ground.
Boil tree root and surma in milk and apply this paste on your forehead as a mark ( tilak) daily.
5. Have fast on Saturday and serve banyan tree. Offer water to same.
6. Don't drink alcohol.
7. Put vermilion into deepak filled with sesame oil and offer red flower while remembering Lord
Hanuman to banyan tree in the evening on Saturday.
8. Do use black pepper and black salt in your food stuffs.
9. Take eight bottles of same size on Saturday and fill mustard oil in every bottle in same quantity.
Put 8 whole grains of Urd and one nail in each of eight bottles. Then turn all eight bottles each 8
times around your head and flow all these into running water. Do this procedure continuously for 8
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consecutive Saturdays.
10. Recite Shani Chalisa and his 108 names daily.
11. Recite 10 names of Lord Shani and 12 Jyotirling in the morning as you wake up.
12. Feed bread applying mustard oil on it to a black dog and grams to monkeys on Saturday.
13. Put 8 kg. grams in iron vessel on Friday and pour water into the vessel. On Saturday put the
soaked grams in a black cloth. Along with 8 kg. grams put 800 gm. Black urd, 800 gm. Sesame,
800 gm. Oat and one iron foil in cloth. then tie a knot and keep this sac among fish. Do same
procedure continuously till 8 months. Do this for 8 months in the beginning. Later it will be
enough to do once in a year.
14. Make a deepak from Urd and wheat flour in the evening after Sun set, put two cotton wicks in
such a manner that these two blow single flame on burning, fill it with mustard oil and lit it. Put
one deepak under banyan tree and other under Vat Vriksh ( Bargad). Same time also offer Dhup of
Guggul and Sandal scented sticks. Start this remedy from first Saturday.
15. Put black Urd, rice, Gud, black mustard, black sesame, barley, 8 long nails and one bottle of
surma & one of scent in a black cloth ( remember total weight of all these material should be 800
gms.) and tie the cloth into form of a sack. Take 10 pieces of almonds and visit any temple of Lord
hanuman. Keep the sac (potali) and almonds in the temple at any place. Then mix vermilion with
Jasmine oil in steel vessel and offer same with yellow flowers & sweets to Lord hanuman. Recite
Hanuman Chalisa and do 7 parikrama ( move around the Lord Hanuman). After that leave the sac
& 5 almonds in the temple and take remaining 5 almonds with you. Tie these almonds in a new
red cloth and keep it at the place where you keep money. You will get benefit along with relief
from troubles.
16. Feed khichadi made up of black Urd to a Brahmin continuously till 8 Saturday. Donate uncooked
rice and black Urd having tied in black cloth in the form of 8 coins.
17. Take black thread 19 times of your weight on first Saturday, make garland of it which you can
wear it around your neck. Recite any Shani mantra for 108 times, offer Dhup then wear it around
your neck. You will get benefit immediately.
18. Do this remedy while sitting at your place of worship on Saturday. Make 8 deepak of wheat flour
and Urd and fill these with mustard oil. Make two wicks but lit them in such a manner that they
appear as one and blow a single flame. Put some vermilion, ring of shoe of black horse and one
nail in deepak. Recite any Shani Mantra 1188 times ( 11 rosary) and after that bow your head and
leave the place. Next day take the ring out of deepak and wear it in middle finger of your right
hand and donate deepak to a banyan tree.
19. Take the root of Shami tree or Bichhua on Shanipushay or Shravan Nakshtra of Saturday, tie it in
black cloth and wear it around above portion of your right hand. Avoid meat and alcohol.
20. Don't tell your problems to others.
21. Burry silver foil under threshold at your main gate.
22. Wear black cloth.
23. Keep an iron vessel at dark place inside your home having filling with mustard oil and putting
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copper coin inside the vessel.
24. Don't take any thing of Saturn from anybody without paying its price.
25. Burry shoe of black horse under your main gate.
26. Take 8 hair of tail of black horse on Saturday, keep these hairs in wooden box and keep this box
for 43 days in your bedroom. On last day burn these hairs to ashes and mix the ashes with mustard
oil. Then flow the paste in running water.
27. Soak black sesame seeds in water on Friday. Next day grind the seeds and mix the paste with Gud
and make laddu of it. Then feed the laddu to black horse. Do this procedure for 8 Saturdays.
28. Don't sell your parental property on Saturday; otherwise you may face more trouble.
29. At night only donate for Saturn. Don't give thing of Saturn to any body.
30. Recite Mahamritunjay Mantra regularly. Problems will diminish.
31. Offer wine at any Bhairav temple on Saturday.
32. Burry 8 bottles of Surma at any secluded place on any Saturday.
33. Pour milk on Shivling.
34. Offer coconut in any Hanuman Temple on every Saturday.
35. Fix iron nail in all four legs of your bed in bedroom.
36. Keep a big stone inside your home in south and west direction.
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Sun

ú ¥æç¼ˆØæØ çß¼÷×ã~ ç¼ßæ·ÚæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹ÙÑ âåØüÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷ Ð

zææSßæ‹·æ³ØÂ»æ~˜æÁæ~ùL‡æLç¿ØüÑ çâ¢ãÚæ³æè³ßÚÑ
cæÅ÷ç˜æS‰ææ~ ¼³æ ³ææ~zæÙæ~ »äL³æ³æèzææñ×~cæä ç×˜æ â¼æÐ
³æä·ýæ~ ×¢¼çÚÂä·çÜÇ¸÷»ÁçÙÌ³¿æù‚Ùè³ßÚæ~ ¼~ßÌæ
×ŠØ~ßÌüäÜ Âåßæüç¼»÷ ç¼Ù·ÚÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Sun

Result of Sun according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Sun is situated in sign Sagittarius. As Sun is happily placed in a friendly sign, you
will be fortunate in many respects. You will be endowed with an elegant and impressive physical
structure of broad build. You will be highly enthusiastic, energetic, and always optimistic. You will be
a learned, wise, and prudent person; people will attach value and importance to your ideas and
opinions, and hold you in high esteem. You will be respectful to elders, treat pious people with
reverence, and have firm faith in religion and God. Although inherently you will be a peace-loving
person, you may have great interest in mastering martial arts for defensive purpose; you may
efficiently utilize your expertise for rendering suitable training to the conscientious eligible persons.
You will achieve excellence in your sphere of work, and be a source of inspiration to many followers.
In your horoscope, Sun is situated in the 4th-house. As your Ascendant is Virgo, the position of the
12th-lord Sun in the 4th is not a favorable combination in certain respects. Your mother may not be in
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good health, and your domestic life may not be peaceful or happy. Besides, there could be division ofor even loss of- property owing to typical dissension among your family-members. If some modifying
influences are not present in your chart, then your family might lose its honor - probably owing to
some of your thoughtless deeds. Your education might be disrupted, and you may have to leave your
home and native place all on a sudden under circumstantial compulsion.

Blemish related to Planet Sun
Birth on complete dark night (Amavashya) day

If you are born on Amavsya, your family and mental comfort may be lesser, deserving honour may
reduce and you may face impediment in child comfort. You may have to struggle hard to get success
and can not get recognition even after having abilities.

You are not born on Amavsya tithi.

Debilitated Sun (Kartik Masa) Birth
Kartik Birth blemish is applicable when native is born during position of Sun in its debilitated sign
Libra. Influence of Kartik birht blemish is maximum around its lowest point.

Kartik Birth blemish is not applicable in your Horoscope.

Birth on Sun Sankranti day
The day when Sun enters in its next sign, is called as Transition day. If you have been born on this
day, sun may produce malefic effects on your financial position, health and generation inherent legacy.

Transition day (snakranti) Birth blemish is not applicable in your Horoscope.

Sarpshirsha blemish
If Sarpshirsh blemish is applicable in your horoscope, then according to Shastra, you may lack all
kinds of comforts and may remain in death like pain.

Sarpshirsh blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Birth during Kranti Samya or Mahapat
If you have born During Kranti Samya or Mahapat, then your health and physical comfort may
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lessen. You may be helpless.

Kranti Samya or Mahapat birth blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Sapat (Sun with Rahu or Ketu) blemish
If sun is situated with Rahu or Ketu in your birth horoscope, then Sapat (with Rahu or Ketu) Sun
blemish is applicable in your horoscope. Your decision making power may be affected and you may
meet with any sudden accident.

Sapat (with Rahu or Ketu) Sun blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

You should recite Rudrasukta Path along with Traymbakam mantra as Samput to remove this blemish.
Every year on your birth day, give 28 or 108 Aahuti by dipping green grass (Doob) in Ghee with
Traymbakam mantra. Have fast on same day.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Sun

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Sunday during Gochar, Mahadasha or Antardasha of Sun to diminish the
inauspicious effect of Sun. Fast should start from first Sunday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of
Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform minimum for 12 Sundays and maximum for 30 Sundays.
You should eat wheat flour bread, Gud, Halawa & Ghee during fast. Don't have salt. You should have
your food before Sunset. If you recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Sun for 540 times ( 5 rosaries)
while wearing red clothes & applying red sandal on forehead, it will be more beneficial to you. At last
perform Holocaust with Hawan and donate grains, money and food to Brahmins as per your capacity.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
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happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Sun

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Sun, wear the root of Bel or Bent around your neck, arm or waist on Sunday or during Kritika,
Uttaraphalguni or Uttarashadha castellation during sunrise after sewing it in pink cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Sun

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials: Khas, Honey, Nagarmotha, Amaltas, Green Cardamom
Roots: Bel Mool aand Kamal Bent

Method and Mantras for pouring water (arghya) on sun
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By pouring water on Sun, all desires are getting fulfilled. It enhances intelligence and provides much
more favors and benefits
During Sunrise, fill copper vessel with pure water and mix red sandal, red flower, rice and milk in it
and then pour water to Sun while facing towards Sun. First of all, contemplate Sun and recite
following Viniyoga Mantra -

ú ÌˆâçßÌäçÚˆØSØ çß³ßæç×˜æ « çcæÑ âçßÌæ ¼~ßÌæ, ‚ææØ˜æè À‹¼Ñ, âåØæüƒØü¼æÙ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Then pour water to sun while reciting following Mantra -

°çã âåØü âãS˜ææ¢³ææ~ Ì~Áæ~Úæ³æ~ Á‚æˆÂÌ~Ð
M‡ææ·Ú ×~ ¼~ß ‚æëãæ‡ææƒØü¢ Ù×æ~ùSÌäÌ~ÐÐ

Dhyan Mantra ÚvÌæ{ÕäÁæâÙ×³æ~cæ‚æä‡æñ·çâ‹Šæä¢ zææÙä¢ â×SÌÁ‚æÌæ×çŠæÂ¢ zæÁæç×Ð
Â¼÷×mØæzæØßÚæÙ÷ ¼ŠæÌÑ ·ÚæyÁñ×æüç‡ævØ×æñçÜ×L‡ææXLç¿¢ ç˜æÙ~˜æ×÷ÐÐ

Surya Namaskar

Surya Namaskar (Greeting Sun) Mantra ÁÂæ ·äâä× â¢·æ³æ¢ ·æ³ØÂ~Ø¢ ×ãæläçÌ×÷Ð
Ì×æ~ùçÚ âßüÂæÂƒÙ¢ Âý‡æÌæ~ùçS× ç¼ßæ·Ú×÷ÐÐ
By greeting Sun (Surya Namaskar), soul becomes purified, get relief from mental embroilments and
obstructions and health becomes better.

Easy remedies for Planet Sun
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After getting up in the morning, wash your mouth and recite Gayatri mantra for 10 or 28 time while
facing towards east. After taking bath, recite Dwadashakshar mantra of Lord Ganesha and Surya
kavach and then offer water to Sun. Recite Ashtakshar mantra of Sun for 10 or 28 times while facing
towards Sun. Recite Gayatri mantra for 10 or 28 times before sleeping at night.
1-Don't discharge urine or feces while facing towards Sun & Moon or in running water, river or pond.
2-Don't disrespect your parents.
3-Stay away from mental or physical violence, malicious behavior.
4-Don't lose your temper without any reason.

Bath && Donation for planet Sun
You should donate wheat, whole Masoor, Gud, any matter of copper and red flowers. You should mix
saffron or crushed cardamom or its scent in water and take bath from same.

Yantra for Planet Sun
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Moon

ú ¥ç˜æÂä˜ææØ çß¼÷×ã~ âæ‚æÚæ~¼÷zæßæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ù³¿‹¼ýÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷ Ð

¿‹¼ýÑ ··üÅ·ÂýzæäÑ çâÌçÙzæ³¿æ˜æ~Ø »æ~˜ææ~¼÷zæß³¿æ‚Ù~Ø³¿ÌäÚâý ßæL‡æ×äwæ³¿æÂæ~ùŒØä×æŠæè³ßÚÑÐ
cæÅ÷ âŒÌæçÙ ¼³æñ· ³ææ~zæÙÈÜ ³ææñçÚÑ çÂýØæ~ù·æ~ü »äLÑ
Sßæ×è Øæ×äÙ¼~³æÁæ~ çã×·ÚÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×ÐÐ

Ratna (Gemstone) for Planet Moon

Result of Moon according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Moon is situated in sign Virgo. Owing to this reason, you will be fortunate in many
respects. You will be endowed with beautiful/ handsome appearance with attractive physical features,
graceful manners, compromising nature, and pleasing disposition. You will be a learned person, well
versed in sacred ancient classics, endowed with eloquence, and have true compassion for others. You
will be quite popular in your walk of life, and have a large circle of friends and acquaintances. You
will be fond of having company of the agreeable members of the opposite gender. Your marriage will
be fruitful, have more daughters, and your domestic life will be blissful and happy. Your religious
inclination will be profound; you will regularly observe the traditional rites, listen to discourses from a
relatively early age-period, and visit many holy shrines.
In your horoscope, Moon is situated in the Ascendant. For this, you will be endowed with a fruitful
imagination and sensitive nature; you may also have the gift of intuition. You may have a timid nature,
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but will also be somewhat restless and inconstant; you may have change of employment and of
residence quite a few times. If Moon is situated in sign Cancer, then you are sure to become very
wealthy; and if Moon is in sign Scorpio, then you may suffer from health-problems and become quite
indolent. However, if Moon is in Taurus, then your family wealth will increase; but you may have the
fear of facing traffic accident a few times.

Blemish related to Planet Moon
Birth in same Nakshatra (Star) of Father, Mother, Brother or Sister
If you have born in castellation of your siblings or parents, One castellation birth blemish is applicable
in your horooscope. This blemish can create disturbances in comforts and peace of entire family. It
may affect your health badly.
Remedies for peace -

Make a worshipping place at a clean place in your home and install a Kalash in Ishan Kone from that
place. Cover the Kalash with new cloth. Then worship all the castellation after worshiping god. Now
worship birth castellation deity on Kalash specifically. Perform Hawan by giving 108 Aahuti from
mantra of birth castellation. Donate grains, clothes according to your capacity. You should perform
this remedy in favorable transit of Moon during Waxing Moon (From 9th Tithi to Poornima),
auspicious accendant, Rikta Tithi and Bhadra Karan.

Moon in Ascendant blemish
If Moon is situated in ascendant in your birth horoscope, then this blemish is applicable in your
horoscope. Your ideology may be so strong that you can not change it with time. You may be
obstinate and somewhat impractical. Your mental condition may affect your working ability.

Moon is in ascendant blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

You should recite Rudrasukta Path along with practicing simple remedies of Moon to remove this
blemish.

Weak Moon Blemish
If you have born on any day between 8th day of Krishna Paksha to 5th day of Shukla Paksha. Then
weak Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope. You may be short tempered, careless and doer of
aimless work. Sometimes you may get depressed.

Weak Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

Apart from easy remedies for peace of Moon, worshipping of lord Shiva is one of the best remedy to
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remove this blemish. The worship should be in proportion of weakness of Moon, i.e., weaker the
Moon, more the worship.

Kemdruma yoga
If there is no any planet is situated in previous and next houses of Moon. Then Kemdrum Yoga is
applicable in your horoscope. You may face the scarcity of money through out the life and your family
comfort and mental peace may reduce on this account. If any planet is situated with Moon or any
planet aspects Moon or any planet is situated in quadrant from Moon or ascendant in your horoscope,
then influence of Kemdrum Yoga is reduced.

Kemdrum Yoga blemish is applicable in your horoscope.
Remedies for peace -

Apart from easy remedies for peace of Moon, you should recite Daridrayadahan Strot of lord Shiva
written by sage Vashishth to remove this blemish.

Sapat (Moon with Rahu or Ketu) blemish
If Moon is situated with Rahu or Ketu in your birth horoscope. Then Sapat (Moon with Rahu or Ketu)
Moon blemish is applicable in your horoscope. Your decision making power may be affected and you
may meet with any sudden accident.

Sapat (Moon with Rahu or Ketu) Moon blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Debilitated Moon blemish
If Moon is situated in debilitated sign in your birth horoscope, then debilitated Moon blemish is
applicable in your chart. Due to this blemish, your mental condition may be affected.

Debilitated Moon blemish is not applicable in your chart.

Birth on Krishna Chaturdashi ( 14th tithi) blemish
If you have born on 14th day of Krishna Paksh, then according to Shastra, your children side may be
weak. There may be impediment in your married life; your honour in family may reduce. You may
face financial crisis. It may influence your spouse also. You may have suicidal tendency more.

Krishna Chaturdashi birth blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Gandmool blemish
If your birth castellation is Rewati, Ashwini, Jyeshtha, Moola, Shlesha or Magha, then Gandmool
blemish is applicable in your horoscope.

Gandmool blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.
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Nakshatra Gandant blemish
If you are born during last 12 minutes of Rewati, Jyeshtha or Shlesha or first 12 minutes of Moola,
Ashvini or Magha Nakshatra of Moon, then Nakshatra Gandant blemish is applicable in your
horoscope. According to Shastra, you may get inauspicious results during birth, journeys or marriage.

Nakshatra Gandant blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Lagna (Ascendant) Gandant blemish
If you are born during last 12 minutes of Rewati, Jyeshtha or Shlesha or first 12 minutes of Moola,
Ashvini or Magha Nakshatra of Ascendant, then Lagna Gandant blemish is applicable in your
horoscope. According to Shastra, you may get inauspicious results during birth, journeys or marriage.

Lagna Gandant blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Tithi Gandant blemish
If you are born during last 48 minutes of Poorna (5,10,15) tithis or first 48 minutes of Nanda (1,6,11)
tithis , then Tithi Gandant blemish is applicable in your horoscope. According to Shastra, you may get
inauspicious results during birth, journeys or marriage.

Tithi Gandant blemish is not applicable in your horoscope.

Easy remedies for Planet Moon
First of all have Darshan of Sun and recite Gayatri mantra. Then have bath and recite mantra of
Ganesha, lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati. then Recite AUM NAMAH SHIVAYA mantra for 108
times. Recite Moon Kavach and offer water to Sun. Don't have non vegetarian food and alcohol on
Monday.
1-Don't discharge urine or feces while facing towards Sun & Moon or in running water, river or pond.
2-Don't disrespect your parents.
3-Stay away from mental or physical violence, malicious behavior.
4-Don't lose your temper without any reason.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Moon
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It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Monday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Moon. Fast should start from
first Monday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform
minimum for 10 Mondays and maximum for 54 Mondays. Don't use Gud, Rice, Curd, Salt & Ghee in
your food. Offer white flowers to moon and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Moon for 324 or
1188 times (3 or 11 rosaries). You should wear white clothes & apply white sandal paste on your
forehead before breaking fast. On last Monday perform Holocaust with Hawan and distribute food to
poor people.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Moon

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Moon, wear the root of Khirani around your neck, arm or waist on Monday or during Rohini, Hast
or Shravan castellation after sewing it in white cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Moon
To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
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is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Red sandal, camphor, saffron, Agar, Tagar, Gorochan
Roots: Khirani Root

Bath && Donation for planet Moon
New Vessel filled with pure Ghee, white clothes, sugarcanes, milk, rice, silver, conch, camphor,
cardamom, sugar, sandal, bronze vessel ect. should donate for Moon. Mix little milk or curd in water
and take bath from same water. It makes Moon happy .

Yantra for Planet Moon
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Mars

¥æ~¢ çÿæçÌÂä˜ææØ çß¼÷×ã~ Üæ~çãÌæ¢»æØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ zææñ×Ñ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌÐ

zææñ×æ~ ¼çÿæ‡ææç¼·÷ ç˜æ·æ~‡æ Ø×ç¼»÷ çßƒÙ~³ßÚæ~ ÚvÌzæÑ,
Sßæ×è ßëç³¿· ×~cæØæ~Ñ âäÚ»äL³¿æù·üÑ ³æ³æè âæñN¼ÑÐ
™ææ~ùçÚ cæÅ÷ç˜æÈÜÂý¼³¿ ßâäŠææS·‹¼æñ ·ý×æ¼÷ ¼~ßÌ~,
zææÚmæÁ·äÜæ~¼÷zæßÑ çÿæçÌâäÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Mars

Result of Mars according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Mars is situated in sign Aries. Owing to this reason, you will be fortunate in many
respects. You will be truthful, energetic, enthusiastic, optimistic, courageous, valorous, and endowed
with grace and splendor. You will have interest in outdoor games and sports, adventurous activities,
and feel special pleasure in battle and strife. You will have enough of material possessions, and your
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prospects will be fairly secured. You will enjoy favors and benefits from powerful and influential
persons, and earn your living from a respectable stream of profession as a chief of the section, head of
the department, manager, controller, or director. Socially you will be very popular.
In your horoscope, Mars is situated in the 8th-house. If Mars is situated in sign Aries or Scorpio, then
you will be int-lived and fortunate in many respects - particularly in respect of inheritance. If it is
situated in sign Capricorn, then you will be financially well off, but may face some troubles from
enemies; you may also have narrow escape from facing an accidental mishap or untoward happening.
If it is situated in sign Cancer, then you may run the risk of facing an accidental mishap or undergo a
surgical operation. If Mars is situated elsewhere, then it is not favorable for the health and well being
of your spouse, and you may run the risk of becoming a victim of physical violence.

Other Result of Mars according to its position in house / Sign
Mars is situated in Aries sign in your horoscope. Your disposition may be violent and tyrant. Member
of opposite sex may feel special attraction towards you.
Mars is situated in 8th house in your horoscope. Health of your spouse may be cause of concern for
you. You may get separated from him / her due to any reason.
If health of your spouse is not good, recite 'Mangal Kashta Nivaran' mantra for 8 times daily.
If relation with your spouse is not very harmonious, recite Sunderkand of Ramcharitmanas.
If there is no peace at your home, recite following mantra for 108 times. If this recitation is done by
chief of home or his wife, chances of getting benefits are more.

¥æ~¢ ãæ¢ ãæ¢ âÑ wæ¢ wæÑÐ
If you lack enthusiasm or are unable to express your thoughts or are very shot tempered, recite Mangal
Gayatri mantra for 28 times.
If you are getting hurt again and again due to Mars blemish, you should recite 'Mangal Kavach'.
If your child is suffering from bad effects of Mars and his / her health does not remain good or he / she
doesn't listen to you, you should recite 'Mangal Kashta Nivarak' mantra daily.
If you are worried due to financial losses, increasing debts, have fast on Tuesday regularly for one
year. It can remove sign or house produced blemish of Mars.

Easy remedies for Planet Mars
You should recite Rudrasukt Path daily. Worship to Lord Hanuman and Bhairav regularly. Recite
Hanuman Chalisa daily. If recitation of Rudrasukt is difficult, recite following mantra for 28 times
daily-
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Affectionate and warm behavior with friends and relatives diminishes inauspicious influence of Mars.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Mars

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Tuesday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Mars. Fast should start from
first Tuesday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform
minimum for 21 Tuesdays and maximum for 45 Tuesdays. If it is possible, you can have fast for int
life. Having only juggery and Halwa will be better during fast. You may distribute Halwa among poor
according to your capacity. Before breaking the fast, you should wear red clothes and recite Beej
mantra or Tantrik mantra of Mars for 108, 540 or 756 times (1, 5 or 7 rosaries) according to your
available time. You should feed Gud to bull. If you have this fast, you will become debt free, get child
and devastate your enemies. On last Tuesday perform Holocaust with Hawan and donate Red Cloth,
Copper, Masoor, Gud and Coconut to poor people as per your capacity.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Mars
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There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Mars, wear the root of Anantmool or cactus around your neck, arm or waist on Tuesday or during
Mrigshira, Chitra or Ghanishtha castellation during sunrise after sewing it in red cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Mars

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Jasmine oil, Kumkum, Dry Ginger
Roots: Saunf, Nag Jivha, Anantmool

Bath && Donation for planet Mars
You should take bath from water after mixing red sandal or Belpatra in it. Donation of red flowers, red
sandal, ghee, wheat, Masoor or copper vessel filled with bettle nut makes Mars happy.

Yantra for Planet Mars
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Mercury

¥æ~¢ ¿‹¼ýÂä˜ææØ çß¼÷×ã~ Úæ~çã‡æèçÂýØæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ ÕäŠæÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

âæñ{Øæ~¼Ç¸÷×äwæ ÂèÌß‡æü ×»Šæ³¿æ˜æ~Ø »æ~˜ææ~¼÷zæßæ~Ð
Õæ‡æ~³ææÙç¼³æÑ âäN¿ÀçÙzæë»äÑ ³æ˜æä â¼æ ³æèÌ»äÑÐÐ
·‹Øæ Øä‚×ÂçÌ¼ü³ææcÅ ¿ÌäÚÑ cæÇ÷Ù~˜æ·Ñ ³ææ~zæÙæ~Ð
çßc‡æäÑ ÂæñLcæ¼~ßÌ~ ³æç³æâäÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Mercury

Result of Mercury according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in sign Scorpio. Owing to this reason, you may not be fortunate
in certain respects. However, if Mercury is situated in its own nakshatra (Jyeshtha), and/ or if Mars is
either exalted or situated in own-sign, then you will rather be fortunate in many respects, and come up
in life at a relatively early age-period by making use of your education, intelligence, and discretion in
an effective manner. But if any modifying influence is not present in your chart, then you may not be
intelligent - for which you may not have good education. From sometime in your mid-teens, you may
fall in bad company, take to evil ways, and ruin your prospects.
In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 3rd-house. For this, you will be fortunate in respect of
your (younger) siblings. You will be restless, active, and busy; you will have interest in gathering
knowledge and information in a wide range of subjects, and continue informal studies for a number of
years. Your profession may involve much of writing and sending communications; you may also
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undertake many journeys. You may have special interest in music, and you may enjoy listening to
music as a pastime. If a natural malefic planet afflicts Mercury by conjunction or aspect, then you may
suffer from mental confusion, and commit some unworthy deeds.

Other Result of Mercury according to its position in house / Sign
Mercury is situated in Scorpio sign in your horoscope. You may be clever and quarrelsome. Your
friends may be selfish and you may meet financial losses due to this reason.
Mercury is situated in 3rd, 6th or 12th house in your horoscope. Sometimes you may become very
hesitant and get disappointed.
If you have speech defect like stammering etc. or your mind is weak or you don't have control on your
tongue, recite Kartikeya mantra for 10 times while sitting under banyan tree. Start this process from
Pushya Nakshtra and continue for next 27 days.
If you are unable to express your thoughts or speak before mass gathering, recite Budh Kavach
regularly.
If you are not able to sleep well due to tension or see bad dreams, you should recite 'Mercury Gaytri
Mantra' 3 for times during day time.
If you are unable to save your money or your earning is less, you should recite Srisukta Path.
If you are unable to save your money or your earning is less, you should recite Srisukta Path.
If you are suffering from any skin disorder, recite Sheetla mantra for 10000 times to cure same. Then
offer 1000 Aahuti from same mantra after accomplishing recitation.
If you are not getting success in business due to any blemish of Mercury, You should recite Mercury
Gayatri mantra for 10000 times. Donate Moong, ghee, silver or thing made up of ivory according to
your capacity after recitation.
If you are suffering from any incurable disease due to blemish of Mercury, you should recite
Vishnusahstranam.

Easy remedies for Planet Mercury
You should recite Vishnusahstranam daily or on every Wednesday. Recite Dwadashakshari Vishnu
Mantra AUM NAMO BHAGAVATE VASUDEVAYA for 28 or 108 times daily.
1-Don't abuse anybody.
2-Behave in affectionate manner with your younger.
3-Don't adopt wrong practices to do your work.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Mercury
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It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Wednesday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Mercury. Fast should start
from first Wednesday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform
minimum for 21 Wednesdays and maximum for 45 Wednesdays. You should wear green clothes
during fast and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Mercury for 324 or 1836 times (3 or 17
rosaries). After that, distribute Halwa or Laddu made up of Masoor dal or any other stuff made up of
Gud among poor and you too eat same. On last Wednesday perform Holocaust with Hawan. You may
get success in educational & professional spheres by observing this fast. It is believed that if you have
fast on Amavashya, Mercury becomes favorable.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Mercury

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
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Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Mercury, wear the root of Vidhara or Bharangi ( Bidayre or Var dhara root) around your neck, arm
or waist on Wednesday or Aashlesha, Jyeshtha or Rewati castellation during sunrise after sewing it in
green cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Mercury

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Vidhara root, Deodar, white mustard
Roots: Bharangi

Bath && Donation for planet Mercury
You should have bath from water after putting any gold ornament or whole rice in it. You should
donate any article made up of silver or ivory, blue cloth, ghee or Moong to make Mercury happy.

Yantra for Planet Mercury
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Jupiter

¥æ~¢ ¥¢ç»Úæ~ÁæÌæØ çß¼÷×ã~ ßæ¿SÂÌØ~ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ »äLÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

Áèß³¿æ¢ç»Ú-»æ~˜æÁæ~}æÚ×äwææ~ ¼èƒææ~ü}æÚæ â¢çS‰æÌÑÐ
ÂèÌæ~ù³ßˆ‰æ âç×h çâ‹ŠæäÁçÙÌ³¿æÂæ~ù‰æ×èÙæçŠæÂÑÐÐ
âåØ~ü‹¼ä çÿæçÌÁ çÂýØæ~ ÕäŠæ çâÌæñ ³æ˜æå××æ³¿æÂÚ~Ð
âŒÌæ¢·çmzæßÑ ³æäzæÑ âäÚ»äLÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×Ç¸÷»Ü×ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Jupiter

Result of Jupiter according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in sign Capricorn. Jupiter becomes debilitated here; owing to this
reason, you may experience some difficulties in your early life. If Jupiter is conjoined with any of the
7 planets except Sun, then you are likely to come up in life in a spectacular manner during a period
when the Dasha or Bhukti of Jupiter operates. For Jupiter's debilitation, your knowledge of grammar
might be inadequate, and command in languages may not be very good. In addition, you may
experience some difficulties at the time of your childbirth, as miscarriage is feared. If your Ascendant
is either Sagittarius or Pisces, then you must have been born in a wealthy family.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 5th-house. For this, you will be very fortunate in many
respects. You will remain in good health, and your father will be a respectable and responsible person;
your spouse is likely to be the eldest born in her/ his family, and your children will be worthy and
dutiful. You will be highly intelligent, well educated, endowed with discrimination and sense of
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propriety. You will have a large circle of friends and acquaintances, and your earnings from profession
will be quite substantial. You will lead a very peaceful and comfortable life, become well known for
your good deeds, and people in general will treat you with due respect. Your credibility and honor will
always be on the wane.

Other Result of Jupiter according to its position in house / Sign
Jupiter is situated in Capricorn sign in your birth horoscope. You may lack patience and intelligence.
You may not get appropriate success even after enough hard work. Your married life may not be
harmonious. You may not be able to understand what is right or wrong for you. Your brothers or
relatives may not adore and cooperate you enough.
If you are not able to amass wealth due to weakness of Jupiter, recite Jupiter Gaytri mantra for 10
times during day time.
Sprinkle Gangajal at your work place after enchanting it from 8 'Jupiter Mantra' for progerss in
business.
If you have differences with your spouse, recite 'Jupiter Gaytri' mantra daily for 10 times in the
morning.
If you have clashes with your spouse, worship Shiv - Parvati and recite Ardhanarinateshwar Strot
during morning and evening.
If marriage of girl is not settling, worship 300 Parthiv Ling. If marriage of boy is not settling, recite 17
lessons of Durgasaptasati.

Easy remedies for Planet Jupiter
You should recite Brahspati Strot written in Skand Puran to remove the blemishes caused by Jupiter
and hear Satyanarayan Katha on full Moon (Poornima) day. You should offer rice coloured in
turmeric, yellow flowers, yellow sandal. Donate gram pulse, salt, turmeric etc. on Thursday.
1-Behave warmly with teachers, preachers, saints, old people and highly educated people.
2-Don't tell a lie in court being as a witness.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Jupiter
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It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Thursday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Jupiter. Fast should start from
first Thursday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform
minimum for 21 Thursdays and maximum for 3 years. You should take bath & wear yellow clothes on
Thursday and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Jupiter for 324 or 1188 times (3 or 11 rosaries).
Offer yellow flowers to Lord Brihspati. You should distribute Laddu made up of gram flour & Gud or
sweet yellow or saffron colored rice among poor people and eat yourself. On last Thursday, perform
Holocaust with Hawan and distribute food (Yellow Colored) to Brahmins. You will be intelligent,
erudite and wealthy by observing this fast. If any unmarried girl have this fast, she may get married
soon.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Jupiter

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Jupiter, wear the root of banana or turmeric knot around your neck, arm or waist on Thursday or
Punarvasu, Vishakha or Purv Bhadrapad castellation in evening after sewing it in yellow cloth.
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Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Jupiter

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Turmeric, dry rose
Roots: Banana Root

Bath && Donation for planet Jupiter
Mix grains of yellow mustard and black cardamoms in water and take bath from same. It will remove
the blemishes of Jupiter. You should donate turmeric, yellow clothe, yellow grains, salt, lemon or
Menhadi to make happy Jupiter.

Yantra for Planet Jupiter
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Venus

¥æ~¢ zæë»äÂä˜ææØ çß¼÷×ã~ ³ß~ÌßæãÙæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹ÙÑ ³æä·ýÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

³æä·ýæ~ zææ»üß»æ~˜æÁÑ çâÌçÙzæÑ Âýæ¿è×äwæÑ Âåßüç¼·÷Ð
Â†¿æÇ¸÷»æ~ ßëcæzæSÌäÜæçŠæÂ ×ãæÚæcÅþæçŠæÂæ~¼ä{ÕÚÑÐÐ
§‹¼ýæ‡æè ×ƒæßæÙäzææñ ÕäŠæ ³æÙè ç×˜ææ·ü ¿‹¼ýæñ çÚÂåÐ
cæcÆæ~ çm¼ü³æ ßçÁüÌæ~ zæë»äâäÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Venus

Result of Venus according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Venus is situated in sign Capricorn. Venus is not happily placed in this sign; for
this reason, you may not be fortunate in certain respects. You may suffer from some disease, be
endowed with an emaciated appearance, and behave miserly in respect of money-matters. As you may
not be in the habit of fulfilling your commitments, people may not consider you dependable. You may
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have much of interest in other people's affairs, and the thought of lacking what some other people have
might make you unhappy. Your married life may neither be happy nor int lasting. However, your
prospects in late age will be secured, and you will fare well in that part of your life.
In your horoscope, Venus is situated in the 5th-house. For this, you will be a soft-spoken, cultured
person with refined nature, polished behavior, winning manners, and just disposition. You will be an
embodiment of modesty, learning, and intellect; you are likely to gain proficiency in some branch of
fine arts, and will become known for your creative abilities. You may attain some desired effects by
chanting sacred 'mantras' (mystic words), and may even acquire the quality of alleviating people's
suffering by mystical healing. Your spouse and you will consider each other to be dearer than own life;
you may have more of female children - who will be beautiful and dutiful as well, and your domestic
life will be really very joyful and happy. If Venus is situated in sign Taurus or Libra or Pisces, then the
beneficial results will be even more.

Special Results of Venus with remedies
Venus is situated in Capricorn sign in your horoscope. You may have close contact with an elder
person of opposite sex, which may harm you. You may suffer from heart ailment.
For the comfort of child, don't hurt the girls. Worship girls during Navaratri and give them food and
clothes according to your capacity. Gift a photograph of Shiva - Parvati or Vishnu -Laxmi to any
person once in year or donate a bed sheet, pillow or a pair of clothes to a Brahmin. Recitation of
Saundarya Lahari Strot or Devi Sukta and Srikavach daily will be also beneficial.
If you don't have any control on your lustful desire or are attracted towards unnatural sex, recite Shiv
Sankalp Sukta for one time mentioned in Atharva Ved daily before going to bed. You may recite
Shukra Gayatri Mantra for 10 times daily.
If there is poverty in your home or you have financial problem, recite Argla and Kilak Stort in the
morning.
You should recite Ratrisukta in morning and at night before sleeping, if you feel laziness or your
works are not being completed due to drowsiness.
You should recite Shukra Stavaraj Path, if you are facing impediments in your marriage or your
marriage is not settling down.
You should recite Shukra Kavach, if you are getting injury again and again or suffering from any
physical disorder.

Easy remedies for Planet Venus
Recite following mantra for one time after offering water to Osmium (Tulsi) plant in the morning after
taking bath. Then recite Tulsi Kavach while standing over there.
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1-Have contact with your spouse only.
2-Respect others' women and girls.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Venus

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Friday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Venus. Fast should start from
first Friday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform minimum
for 21 Fridays and maximum for 31 Fridays. You should take bath & wear white clothes on Friday and
recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Venus for 324 or 2268 times ( 3 or 21 rosaries). You should
have sweet rice or milk products and feed same to one eyed man or white cow on the day of fast. On
last Friday, perform Holocaust with Hawan and donate silver, white clothes, Kheer etc. to poor people.
If you have fast on Friday, Venus will become favorable and you will earn financial gains & your
married life will be happy.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Venus
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There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Venus, wear the root of pomgrannate, castor or Sarponkha around your neck, arm or waist on
Friday or Bharani, Purv Phalguni or Uttarashatha castellation at noon after sewing it in white cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Venus

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Sarponkho, pomegranate root, dry amala
Roots: castor

Bath && Donation for planet Venus
Mix green cardamom, lemon juice or perfume in water and take bath from same. Donation of Basmati
rice, ghee, white sandal, silver, white clothes, camphor, Dhoop and scented sticks ( Agarbatti), Scent
and silk clothes make Venus happy.

Yantra for Planet Venus
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Saturn

¥æ~¢ ·ëc‡ææ¢»æØ çß¼÷×ã~ ÚçßÂä˜ææØ Šæè×çã Ì‹ÙÑ âæñçÚÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

×‹¼Ñ ·ëc‡æçÙzæSÌä Âç³¿××äwæÑ âæñÚæcÅþ·Ñ ·æ³ØÂÑÐ
Sßæ×è Ù·ýzæ·ä{zæØæ~ÕüäŠæçâÌæñ ç×˜æ~ â×³¿æùçÇ¸÷»ÚæÑÐÐ
S‰ææÙ¢ Âç³¿×ç¼vÂýÁæÂçÌ Ø×æñ ¼~ßæñ ŠæÙäcØæâÙÑÐ
cæÅç˜æS‰æÑ ³æäzæ·ë¿ÀÙè ÚçßâäÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Saturn

Result of Saturn according to its position in house / Sign
In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in sign Gemini. Owing to this reason, you will be endowed with a
youthful mind, and be a fairly intelligent, very energetic, and highly enthusiastic person. You will not
be in the habit of taking hasty decisions, and tend give final shape to your well though out plans only
after careful analysis of the various possibilities and due consideration of the utility aspects. You will
be extremely conscious in respect of your field of action, duties and responsibilities, and scope of
achievements. You may prosper in a place quite far away from your own, and remain busy in making
your own fortune by expending endeavors in constructive activities. You may have deep interest in
sacred ancient classics, and firm faith in chanting hymns and prayers.
In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 10th-house. This position is very tricky and potentially
dangerous; you will have to remain very careful and cautious, should maintain a regulated and
disciplined lifestyle, and never be tempted to deviate from the righteous path. You will have the
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uncanny ability to divert people's attention, and can make people believe in what you actually imagine.
If you work for a social cause or get involved in politics, then you will be able to surpass your
contemporaries by far - by obtaining support from the majority. But as you can't be able to fulfill the
great expectations, you may suddenly face a precipitous fall- more so if Saturn is 'retrograde'. If Mars
is conjoined with Saturn, then the deterioration of mental condition of one of your younger siblings
might make you worried. If Saturn is situated in sign Aquarius or Capricorn or Libra, then you will be
highly fortunate - as you will enjoy the beneficial results of 'Shasha Yoga' (a 'Pancha Maha-Purusha
Yoga' combination). You will live as an important and respectable person in the society; but you may
have to live away from your kinsmen.

Other results of Saturn with remedies
Saturn is situated in Gemini sign in your horoscope. You may often face trouble due to debts.
Saturn is situated in 10th house in your horoscope. you may have differences with senior officers.
There is possibility of your suffering from any mental or head ailment. You may face trouble due to
your in-laws.
To remove the blemishes of Saturn due to its sign position or house position, Gaytri mantra of Saturn
for a certain times daily while standing on Aasan (seat).
If your life is in trouble due to any kind of disease or accident during Dasha or Gochar of Saturn, you
should recite Mahamrityunjay mantra of Lord Shiva written by Markandey ji.
If your child is not listening you and disobeying you, you should recite following Shani Gayatri mantra
daily for 28 or 108 times. Recitation of Bhujang Strot of lord Hanuman while mediating on Hanumanji
or Shivtandav Strot will be beneficial for you.
During Sadesati ,Gochar period or Dasha or Anterdasha of Saturn, if you are getting inauspicious
results, recite Saturn Stavaraj mantra.
If you are getting injured again and again during Dasha or Gochar of Saturn or suffering from any
disease, you should recite Shanashcharashtak Strot.

Easy remedies for Planet Saturn
Massage mustard oil on body on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday and then take bath. General
blemishes of Saturn are removed spontaneously if you will keep your surrounding clean. You should
recite prayer of Lord Shiva, Hanuman or Bhairav daily after taking bath. Don't use broken vessels or
mirror or cots.
Don't misbehave with servants, laborers, employees and don't cut their remunerations what they
deserve. Don't insult them.
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Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Saturn

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
You should have fast on Saturday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Saturn. Fast should start from
first Saturday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. You should take bath & wear
black clothes on Saturday and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Saturn for 324 or 2052 times ( 3
or 19 rosaries). Then Offer water, black sesame seeds, black or blue flowers, cloves, Gangajal, sugar &
milk on root of banyan tree facing towards east. You should have any food made up of Black Urad &
oil and donate same. On last Saturday, perform Holocaust with Hawan and donate food ( made up of
oil), black clothe, leather shoe etc. You will get success in quarrels and disputes by observing this fast.
If you are a factory owner and engaged in business of iron or steel, you will get enough success.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Saturn

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
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wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Saturn, wear the root of Bichua around your neck, arm or waist on Saturday or Pushya, Anuradha
or Uttar Bhadrapad castellation at noon after sewing it in blue cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Saturn

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Black sesame, black Urd, Bichua root
Roots: Oak ( Dhatura)

Bath && Donation for planet Saturn
Mix coat of paddy, green grass with roots or black sesame in water and take bath from same water. It
removes blemish of Saturn. Donation of Black cardamom, black sesame, cloves, iron articles, blue or
black clothe, Gugal, whole black Urd according to your capacity makes Saturn happy.

Yantra for Planet Saturn
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Rahu

¥æ~¢ ÙèÜß‡ææüØ çß¼÷×ã~ âñ¢çã·~ØæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ ÚæãäÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

ÚæãäÑ çâ¢ãÜ¼~³æÁ³¿ çÙ«üçÌÑ ·ëc‡ææÇ¸÷»³æåÂæüâÙæ~Ð
ØÑ ÂñÆèÙçâ »æ~˜æâ{zæßâç×¼÷ ¼åßæü×äwææ~ ¼çÿæ‡æÑÐÐ
ØÑ âÂæülçŠæ¼ñßÌ~ ¿ çÙ«üçÌÑ ÂýˆØæçŠæ¼~ßÑ â¼æÐ
cæÅ÷ç˜æS‰æÑ ³æäzæ·ë¿ çâ¢çã·æâäÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×¢»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Rahu

Result of Rahu according to its position in house / Sign
In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 4th-house. For this, you will be fortunate in respect of
having good education and success in intellectual pursuits. But you may suffer from windy disorders,
and your mother might receive injuries through wood or stone. Owing to occasional re-surfacing of
some minor problems intermittently, you may not feel very comfortable at your home or in your native
place. If Jupiter is also situated together with Rahu, then thinking of one of your children might
become somewhat confused.
In your chart, Rahu is situated in either an angular (kendra) or trinal (trikona) position from the
Ascendant. This is a favorable combination; for being placed in such a position, Rahu acts as a
temporal benefit-giving (yoga-karaka) planet in the chart. You will do well in academic and/ or
intellectual pursuits, and have improvement in your sphere of profession. You will be highly fortunate,
and successful in all your endeavors during the period when the Dasha or Bhukti of Rahu will operate.
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However, you may face some irritating minor problems during the closing period of the same.
In your chart, Rahu is not situated in the unfavorable 8th-house, and it is situated close to Sun (within
3*20'). You may have some problems with your eyesight. Yet it is a favorable combination in certain
respects. During sometime in your life when the Dasha or Bhukti of planet Jupiter operates, you are
likely to come across a person whose Ascendant is Leo - from whom you will derive benefits.

Other Result of Rahu according to its position in house / Sign
Rahu is situated with Sun or Moon in your horoscope. You may not be able to take any decision or
your decisive power may be fewer.

Easy remedies for Planet Rahu
Apply and scented oil on your naval and take bath while facing east. Don't cover your head while
having the food and don't eat while facing east. Don't have food while stretching your legs. Don't
jealous of progress of anybody. Behave properly with servants at your home. Don't have food, do
intercourse and use harsh words during eclipse, just before or after sunset and before taking out corpse
for cremation after death of any person in your neighborhood. Start your day after remembering
Vishnu, Shiva or Durga.
1-Give your voluntary services in hospitals, orphanages or soldier institutes.
2-Don't misbehave with cleaners.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Rahu

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
There is no particular day for Rahu. For Rahu, you can have fast on Saturday.
You should have fast on Saturday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Rahu. Fast should start from
first Saturday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform for 18
Saturdays. You should take bath & wear black clothes on Saturday and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik
mantra of Saturn for 324 or 1944 times (3 or 18 rosaries). Then pour water mixed with green grass and
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Kush (a kind of weed) on root of banyan tree. You should have sweet bread and donate same on this
day. Burn a Lamp (Deepak) under banyan tree at night. You will get victory over your enemies, cooperation from government and relief from Rahu - Ketu born diseases by observing this fast.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Rahu

There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Rahu, wear the rosary of roots of Malay sandal around your neck, arm or waist on Wednesday or
Saturday or Aadra, Swati or Shatbhisha castellation in the evening before sunset.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Rahu
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To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Sandal wood
Roots: Ashtagandha root

Bath && Donation for planet Rahu
Mix Kush or Sarkanda, leaves or fruits of Neem, Nagarmotha etc. in water and take bath from same to
remove blemishes of Rahu. Donate woolen clothes, blanket, snake made up of metal, Petha, hairy
coconut filled with water by keeping in bamboo basket to make Rahu happy.

Yantra for Planet Rahu
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Mantra, Yantra and Remedies related to planet Ketu

¥æ~¢ Šæå×ýß‡ææüØ çß¼÷×ã~ ·Âæ~ÌßæãÙæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹ÙÑ ·~ÌäÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð

·~ÌäÁñüç×çÙ»æ~˜æÁÑ ·ä³æâ×ë¼÷ ßæØÃØ·æ~‡æ~ çS‰æÌÑÐ
ç¿˜ææÇ¸÷»ŠßÁ Üæ†ÀÙæ~ çã×»äãæ~ Øæ~ ¼çÿæ‡ææ³ææ×äwæÑÐÐ
Õýrææ ¿ñß âç¿˜æ ç¿˜æâçãÌÑ ÂýˆØæçŠæ¼~ßÑ â¼æÐ
cæÅ÷ç˜æS‰æÑ ³æäzæ·ë¿ ÕÕüÚÂçÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ â¼æ ×Ç¸÷»Ü×÷ÐÐ

Ratna (Gems) for Planet Ketu

Result of Ketu according to its position in house/Sign
In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 10th-house. For this, you may have to leave your home or
even native place for being commanded by your profession. But it might make you rather happier since you might not have been very happy while staying at your residence or in native place. If Mars is
also situated together with Ketu, then you're your younger sibling(s) may face some problems of acute
sort; but if a natural benefic planet influences Ketu by conjunction or aspect, then you will enjoy a
good time in pleasant surroundings.

Easy remedies for Planet Ketu
Apply and scented oil on your naval and take bath while facing east. Don't cover your head while
having the food and don't eat while facing east. Don't have food while stretching your legs. Don't
jealous of progress of anybody. Behave properly with servants at your home. Don't have food, do
intercourse and use harsh words during eclipse, just before or after sunset and before taking out corpse
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for cremation after death of any person in your neighborhood. Start your day after remembering
Vishnu, Shiva or Durga.
1-Give your voluntary services in hospitals, orphanages or soldier institutes.
2-Don't misbehave with persons who are engage in work of cleanliness.

Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Ketu

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling
day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.
There is no particular day for Ketu. For Ketu, you can have fast on Saturday.
You should have fast on Saturday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Ketu. Fast should start from
first Saturday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform for 18
Saturdays. You should take bath & wear black clothes on Saturday and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik
mantra of Saturn for 324 or 1944 times (3 or 18 rosaries). Then pour water mixed with green grass and
Kush (a kind of weed) on root of banyan tree. You should have sweet bread and donate same on this
day. Burn a Lamp (Deepak) under banyan tree at night. You will get victory over your enemies, cooperation from government and relief from Rahu - Ketu born diseases by observing this fast.
Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, int lived and prosperous by practicing it, because
it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them properly,
you will get respect and happiness from your children.
As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,
happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of
problems in your life due to bad deeds.

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Ketu
There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,
wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.
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Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any
root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next
day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.
For Ketu, wear the root of Asparagus around your neck, arm or waist on Thursday or Ashwini, Magha
or Mool castellation during sun rise after sewing it in black or yellow cloth.

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Ketu

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan
is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy aint with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs
contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and
alleviate the some diseases totally.
Materials : Seven cereals ( Wheat, rice, gram, barley, urd, moong, kangani)
Roots: Vat (Bargad)

Bath && Donation for planet Ketu
Mix Kush or Sarkanda, leaves or fruits of Neem, Nagarmotha and scent in water and take bath from
same to remove blemishes of Ketu. Donate bed, coloured blanket, mirror, whole Urad, red
pomegranate, hairy coconut filled with water by keeping in bamboo basket, to make Ketu happy.

Yantra for Planet Ketu
Draw yantra on birch by using red sandal, Ashtgandh or sandal mixed with saffron by pen made of
gold, silver, basil or pomegranate. Yantra can be drawn on gold, silver or copper. But these types of
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yantras can be worshiped only. For wearing purpose, always draw yantra on birch only. Yantra should
always wear in an amulet made of gold, silver or copper. Yantra should be made by person who is
wearing sacred thread. In this way, Yantra becomes more powerful and gives full impact on wearer.

Tantrik Yantra
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Gem (Ratna) Recomendations for Virgo Lagna
Wear gem accordingly for overcoming from problems or getting rid of troubles or enhancing the luck
or increasing the numbers of auspicious results and diminishing the inauspicious results.

Recomendations for Ruby

Sun is lord of expenditure house in your horoscope. Wearing of ruby may be inauspicious for you.

Recomendations for Pearl

In your horoscope, Moon is the lord of 11th house, which wil give you mixed results. You may not get
very much favorable results by wearing Pearl.
In your horoscope, Moon is not a significator planet. Wear Pearl only after consultation with learned
astrologer.
If you are suffering from mental restlessness or cold-cough or there is lack of Calcium in your body
and Moon is not situated with malefic planets Rahu and Saturn in your horoscope, then wearing Pearl
will be beneficial.

Recomendations for Coral

In your horoscope, Mars is lord of 3rd and 8th house. You should not wear Coral.
If you are suffering from blood, muscular, marrow etc. related diseases, then you should wear Coral.
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Mars is situated in 8th house in your horoscope. You should not wear coral.

Recomendations for Emerald

Mercury is lord of ascendant & 10th house in your horoscope. Wearing of emerald will be beneficial
for you.
If you are suffering from mental or speech disorder, epilepsy, hysteria, facing impediments in
education, wearing of emerald will be beneficial for you.

Recomendations for Yellow Sapphire

In your horoscope, Jupiter is lord of 4th and 7th house. Wearing Yellow Sapphire will be beneficial for
you.
If you are engaged in any business related to cotton, textile, literature etc., wearing of Yellow Sapphire
will be beneficial for you.
Jupiter has enmity with ascendant lord Mercury in your horoscope. So wear Yellow Sapphire after
consulting with a learned astrologer.
If you are facing impediments in your marriage or your marriage is delaying or facing problems in
married life, you must wear dark yellow Yellow Sapphire.

Recomendations for Diamond

In your horoscope, Venus is lord of 2nd and luck/fortune house. To get favirable results in adverse
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circumstances, you should wear diamond.
Venus is lord of Luck house in your horoscope. Wearing of diamond may be beneficial for you.
If you are facing impediments in your marriage or your marriage is delaying or facing problems in
married life or you are not getting comfort of spouse due to any reason, you should wear diamond.
If you are engaged in any business related to food, juice, cosmetic etc., wearing of Yellow Sapphire
will be beneficial for you.
In your horoscope, Venus is not situated with Mercury or Saturn. If you are suffering from any sexual
or secret diseases, then wearing Diamond will be beneficial for you.

Recomendations for Sapphire

In your horoscope, Saturn is lord of 5th and 6th house. Wearing Sapphire will be beneficial for you.
You must wear sapphire during the beginning of Sadesati or Dhaiya.
In your horoscop, Saturn has influence on 9th, 10th or first house. Wearing of sapphire will be
beneficial for you.
In your horoscope, Ascendant lord is friend planet of Saturn. To get favorable results related with
diseases, enemy, education, children, speech etc., you may wear Sapphire.

Recomendations for Gomed

Rahu is not lord of any specific sign, therefore final decision of auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of
Rahu is based on position of Rahu (House and Sign) and Saturn in horoscope.
Always wear Zireon (Gomed) according to planetary position of Saturn in your horoscope, otherwise
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this may prove harmful.
Rahu is situated in quadrant (1, 4, 7, 10) or trine (5, 9) house in your horoscope. If you want to get
position, earn honour & fame in society, wearing of Zireon (Gomed) will be beneficial for you.
Your moon sign is not Aries, Scorpio or Sagittarius. Wearing Zireon (Gomed) will be beneficial for
you.

Recomendations for Cat's Eye

Ketu is not lord of any specific sign, therefore final decision of auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of
Ketu is based on position of Ketu in horoscope.
Don't wear Cat's Eye without consulting any learned astrologer. Cat's Eye should wear only for limited
period. After receiving favorable results, it should be conge.
Ketu is situated in quadrant or trine house from ascendant & Moon both in your horoscope, you should
wear cat's eye.
If there is any possibility of unknown fear, terror, accident, blame or you are suffering from any
mental ailment, you should wear cat's eye.
Your moon sign is Taurus, Gemini or Cancer and Ketu is situated in 6th, 8th, 10th or 12th house. You
should not wear Cat's Eye.

Astrologers NoteIf you have Kalsarp or Brahm, Mother, Father, Wife blemish in your horoscope or you are facing
problems related to debt, insult, sorrow, poverty, disease etc., you should wear ring or locket of silver
or gold embedding three gems.

Pendant-
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1. Emerald 2. Sapphire 3. Diamond

Ring 1. Diamond - In index finger
2. Sapphire - In Middle finger
3. Emerald - In ring finger

Important 1. Gem for enhancing your luck - Diamond
2. Gem for job, profession & wealth - Emerald
3. Gem for children, education, fame - Sapphire
4. Gem causing severe trouble, diseases, enemy, loss - Coral, Ruby
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Disclaimer

The calculations, future predictions, and remedies given in this Astrological Report are all based on the
principles of either on Vedic Astrology, KP System, Jaimini or Lal Kitab, Numerology which are the result
of consulting and engaging highly learned astrologers and astrology practitioners. This Report will prove
to be highly useful for astrologers and practitioners of Astrology. We earnestly request the common users
of this Report that they should not follow the Lal Kitab and or other prediction/remedies given in this
Report without consulting a learned astrologer or an expert on this subject. Failing to do so might lead you
to unexpected results which may or may not be favorable towards your well-being.
www.webjyotishi.com/MindSutra Software Technologies makes no warranty about the accuracy of any
data contained herein, and the native is advised to not to take as conclusive any prediction generated for
him. If you follow the advice given in this report you do so at your own risk, ww.webjyotishi.com/
MindSutra Software Technologies or any of its associates are not responsible for the consequence of any
event or action.
www.webjyotishi.com/MindSutra Software Technologies shall not stand liable for any damages or harm
done.
All disputes are subject to New Delhi Jurisdiction only.
Wishing the very best – prosperity and happiness.
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